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Editoriol
"Yeqr'sWoIk" fo "Sloteof the Arl"
JenniferA. Younger

rIt

has been almost a vear since I was
appointed editor ol'LRTS. lt has been a
v-ear replete with learning and accom'1rti.n*"^"t.-the
latter, it riust be noted,
ihroueh the outstanding effbrts of authors
and re"ferees.LRTS Editorial Board members aswell asthe previous editor, Richard
Smiraqlia, and the ALCTS Executive Directorf Karen Muller, have provided me
with invaluable advice, guiding me
through a thicket of issues.
Last vear. the ALCTS Board voted to
return tire "Year's Work in ..." series to
LRTS. As editor, I started but then halted
a search for an issue editor to direct the
traditional issue of "Year'.sWork ...," to

ing, discussion, and analysis of national
an"d intemational issues, trends, and

schedules) as well as the ability- to take
snapshots and report on significant topics
in a timely manner.
Last, with advice from the tR?S

bility designed to support the writing of
outstanding articles.
The fbcus will be on thought{ul report-

tions for improvement.

Moleriols
MqnogingTrodilionol
Some
in on OnlineEnvilonmenl:
for o
Definitions
ond Dislinctions
FutureColleclionMonogemenl
RossAlkinson

seIect ed inf ormati on obj ects

rln

every age, humankind imaginesitsell'
to be moving through a period of transition so acute that the efl'ect borders on the
dysfunctional. Our own age is no exception. We long {br a simpler past, or for a
more {bcused {uture, but the fact is that
every era is one ofpro{bund change, and
it is now our turn. Because we have come
to understand ourselves mainly in technical terms, we necessarily and correctly
view our transition as a consequence of
technology, and those of us in academic
libraries see our main obiective as the
translbrmation of academic information

services liom a primarily paper-based activity to an increasingly electronic one.
Ifwe had our druthers, we wouldprobably opt to build two libraries-one traditional and one digital; we could then
gradually shift resources {iom the traditional to the digital as needed. Fortunately {br academic libraries and higher
education, we do not have anything approaching the means that would be reouired to create such a schism-because
ii'we did. those two libraries would inevitably become politically &sa{Iected and
veer apart, and the library as an institution

Ross ArxrxsoN (RA13@cornell.edu) is Deputy University Librarian at Cornell University,
Ithaca, NewYork. An earlierversion of this paper was presented at the 4th Annual Univ€rsity
of Minnesota Collection Development Spnposium on May 5, 1997. Manuscript received
September 3, 1997; accepted {br publication November 14, 1997.
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might well under such circumstances become_associated primarily with the traditional side. As a iesult, the library would
lbrf'eit much of'its political influence, acaclemic inlormation serviceswould be severely impaired, and much time would be
lost trying to eflect a reconciliation and

ices is-given

a particular set of infbrma-

In pursuing this objective, one of the
most imme&ate and obvious challenges
we must confront will be the managemJnt
of traditional materials in a world"where

ship to the role of digital materials in a
digital environment--lLecause the traditional and,.the digital must together fbrm
the_basisfbr a single, systematicservice.
At the same time, we must accept the I'act
that the more we enter an envir6nment in

essayis to approach the problems of the
transition liom a primarily obiective position, we should alrnays beL in mind tirat a
view, from the subjective perspective
could conceivably lead to difi'ereit conclusions.

Tne Or;rcr
As belits an approach to infbrmation serv-

infbrmation services. In the course of this
cssay some of'the main components of
such a mentality will be tdentitied, be- often used fbr nondigital
services (see,
cause it is on the basis of that mentalitv
e.g., Ewing 1995 and Fecko l99l), so it
thatwe will view and build future service.i.. seemsreasonableto extend
its use to nondigital objects. It is a conspicuouslytimedependent term that tends to be used in
the midst of a lundamental transition be-

now." The transition will progress much
more e{'fectively once we hal e agreed to
replace the term "traditional" .rtth one
rel'erring to some quality o1'the objectrather t[an one thai refers to our present
temporal relationship with the obiect.
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l. Relationships among In{brmaUon Objects

From traditional originals are created traditional derivatives, which include photocopy and microfbrm-but
now alio able to create digital
*"
"r"-

digital"-also a tentative term-meanin[ materials that have been produced
originally in digital lbrm. On the one
hand, therefbre, we are working with a
hierarchy of concepts (vertically in the
diagram), but at the same time we perceive a kind of fbrmal or temporal progression-that is, the more one moves
horizontally in the diagram {rom left to
right, the lurther removed one becomes
f'rom the concept of the traditional
original.
While there are clearly derivatives ol
digital obiects, these are not the sarne as
traditional derivatives. Digital derivatives
are more clones than copies, because

loss of physical content.
We must take care always to clistinguish physical from intellectual content

useshistorical and analytical bibliography,
along with other techniques, to trace the
history of the intellectual content_of specific texts back to their original archetypes
(Greetham 1994). We must wonder what
will happento these disciplines, especially
textual criticism, as we move into an increasingly online environment, one of the
primary characteristics of which will be
erivative parity.
In the traditional environment, we
have been willing to accept a certain level
of loss of physical content in return {br
other (usually presewation) advantages.
That is the basis lbr our current traditional
derivative decisions. Microlbrms, photo-

main perhaps still unprepared fbr the
traumi of the loss ol'the qpelhce-and
there may well even be some resistanceto
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designating text-only digitization as a
legitimate fbrm of preservation.
Such questions as to how much loss is
acceptable stem {'rom a deeply held cultural_value in the library, which we might
call the warranty syndrome. Librarians"in
the modern libiarry o{ten seem to assume

attribute-while obviously avoided whenever possible, is neveftheless becoming
increasingly understood as part of'the
price of iligital access.This tolerance Ibr
some loss of intellectual content conflicts
sharply, therefore, with the traditional library culture.
CoLLEcrroN

M.lr{ecrMnNr

Ovnnvrnw
Let us now proceed to a simplified overview of the collection development and
management process. While the exact
levels of interinstitutional cooperation in
definition of collection management rethe areas of collection develbpment or
mains somewhat obscure, it has o{ten
remote storage. For one institution to
been assumed that collection managewithdraw a title and then depend upon the
ment should be understood as an expinavailability of that title at anotherlnsUtusion ofthe concept ofcollection deveioption can require (as a consequenceof the
ment (see,e.g., Osbum 1990). Collection
warranty syndrome) a level of negotiation
management then becomes an umbrella
and fbrmal interinstitutional commitment
term underwhich collection development
that may only be achieved at considerable
is subsumed. However, we need-terms
administrative cost (Hazen IggT). If we
that separate policies and actions that
insist on guaranteeing 4sss55-in 61hs1 drive selection (collection development)
words, elii.rinating ani chanceso{'lossfrom policies and actions that affbct the
then it is much inoie cost-efl'ective to
ac_cess
status ofan object subsequent to its
store materials in a local off'site faciliry
selection.The progrims and prbcessesby
than to engage in lbrmal negotiations witir
which library- m'aterials art selected,
other institutions.
therefore, should be termed "coltection
development," while the process of adding value to objects subsequent to their
selection should be considered "collection management." Collection development and management,thus defined, operate on the basis of somewhat diflerent
values, and those values must be separated and contrasted in order to be undirstood and effected.

The digital culture is characterized by infbrmation extracted from remote sites. of
which the local user has little knowledee
and even less control; it is a culture ofWJb
sites that change every daywithout warning. Some loss-or "lossiness"asan obiect

primarily online environment, because
the responsibility lbr selection in such an
environment might be reappropriated bv
users. When allTorms of fribti^cation, iricluding monographs, are routinely network iccessible, ind if an effective level
of cataloging can be achieved for those
networked resources, then it might well
be the user rather than the bibholgrapher
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obiect space
Figure 2. General Model of Objects in a Collection

who selectsmaterial. In that case,some of
the knowledge and creatMty that have
evolved over decades in collection devel-

among its users. Should that happen, librariei could lose the fun&ng needed lbr
collection management, if library managers have not previously separated collection development and collection management funding into distinct budgets.
Returning to the present condition, in
which the librarian retains responsibility
{br selection, let us use the term "anti-collection" (Atkinson 1994,97) for all objects
that do not reside in the local collection,
or are not made accessible to local users
bythe library (seefigure 2). The "anti-collection" is, of course, an abstraction: the
set ofall obiects not in the local collection.
We will-assume that offsite and onsite
locations (quadrants b and c in figure 2)
contain objects owned by the library in all
traditional fbrmats, including traditional
clerivatives. In the past thirty years, the
great maiority ol'our elTorts have been
centeredin triditional collection development (the movement of objects {rom a to
c). More recently, however, increasing
amounts of our attention have shified to
the selection of digital materials (moving
natively digital materials fiom a to d), digitizing materials (i.e., moving infbrmation
from c to d), or o{I.site selection (c to b).
While most librarians at research libraries

have, to be sure, always done some ofllsite
selection, there has been a rapid growth
in such selection {br remote storage in
more recent years-as if all large collections had crossed some kind of line beyond which the transf'er of traditional maierials oflsite has become more politically
and bibliographically acceptable. It is a.sil'
traditional"coilections had tinally become

ment.
Using figure 2, we can then define
collection development more exactly as
the movement of an information object
from the open quadrant (a) into any one
of the closed quadrants (b, c, d). Collection management, as we are defining it
here, is the movement of an object fiom
any one ofthe closed quadrants into any
other quadrant (including the open quadrant a-that is, weeding).
Pitschmann (199f, f4f) has suggested
that, in order to lacilitate the transition
fiom traditional to &gital services, we
might consider replacingthe term "collection management" with "resource management.""On one hand, this suggestion
could be problematic becauseit obscures
the signilicance ofobject relationships as
imnlied bv the term "collection." On the
other hand, it is an enticing suggestion
because the term "resource" can be apnlied to both in{brmation and economic
conditions. The pulpose of much of the
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Figure 3. Goa-lValues.
librarian'.s activity, after all, is to convert
economlc resources into (accessto) in{brmation resources-so that the term "resource management" is a provocative one
in that sense. In some cases,moreover.
there can also be a conversion of (access
to) inlbrmation resources into (savingsoI)
economrc resources,
Collection development is, to be sure.
unidirectional: it only converts economic
resources into inlbrmation resources.
Collection management also moves in
that same direction: it uses economic resources to boost accessto inlbrmation objects that have already been selected.
However, one of the most important functions of collection managemLnt is that it,
unlike collection development, also routinely operatesin the oppbsite directionsaving or increasing economrc resources
by reducing or elim-inating(accessto) in{brmation resources. Thus, in figure 2,
collection management either increases
access at the expense of economic resources(moving oblects clockwise,b to c,
c to d, b to d), or it reduces access,saving
economrc resources (moving obiecti
counterclockwise, c to b, b to ;, c to aand perhaps eventually d to c, or d to a).
The criteria for the decisions made bv
both collection development (in one direction) and collection- management (in
both directions) are always-ultimatelv
based on some application'of the primL
criterion ol' potential local utility-i. e- how

useful the target obiect will likely be tbr
the work o1'current and f'uture lo."l ,t.....
Golr, Ver,uBs

oI'the &stinguishable values added to infbrmation obiects. These values added
might be divihed into two broad categories: (a) Iunctionality-i.e., value.sthat ilnprove the usert ability to manipulate and
work within the object, and (6) maintenalss-i.s., values ensuring that the object remains stable and available over time
(see figure 3).
. These two value categories might each
be further broken down into tw"o broad
goal values(i.e.,values,which it is the goal
of information servicesto add to obiects).
Functionality can be divided inio (a)
trans{'erability, the capacity to move an

L R T S. 4 2 ( 1 ) o
obiect fiom one location to another, and
(b) analyticity, the ability to be analyzed,
in the sense ol'breaking down an object
into smaller parts {br more e{I'ective access.Indexinf is the main service manil'estation of analvticiW. In the caseof maintenance, the two main goal values would
probably be (a) integrity-i.e., ensuring
tn^t th6 content of"the object remaini
stable and uncorru-oted as the author intended (what Peter Graham [f994] has
called "intellectual preservation"),and (b)
Iongevity, ensuring the object'.sIong-term
survival.
The goal values of functionality are
concerned with subject-time; they are intended to reduce the amount of time rertuired fbr the user to gain accessto, or to
,irake use of, the obiect. The goal values
of maintenance are concerned with obiect-time, or the time the object remains
txtant and intact. The eoal values of'ana-

ment or context: transferability and longevity entail or presume a larger universe
of space and time, just as analyticity and
integrity imply the use or quality of the
of an objecf embedded
"ntrfion"ttti
within its whole.

Managing

Traditional

Materials

/I3

values-individually or in combinationto selected obiects. The main criteria {br
deciding which obthat selection-fbr
iects should have value added to them,
and which values should be added to
which obiects-will normally be (a) the
prime criierion o1'proiectedutility, (b) the
initial economic value of the object itsell,
(c) the inlbrmation philosophy of the library or institution (i.e., an institutional
bia^s'Ibrsome values over others), and (d)
available economic resources
In making such decisions, the lbrmat
of the targeiobject is, on the one hand,
irrelevant: the librarian should and does
aim to add such values to selected objects
regardless of format. On the other hand,
such decisions will also necessarily be af'{'ected by format conduciveness: some
{brmats are more receptive than others lbr

chiving and migration (Waters and
Garrett f994,4I). Traditional objects are
the opposite of &gital objects in this regard'iiaditional objects are not nearly as
Ionducive to transf'erability and to analyticity (cataloging and indexing cannot be
supilemente"d uiith automaticlext searchtraditional objects are much
inil-but
more conducive (at this time) to maintenance than are digital objects.
Tnn Por.rrlcAr. DrMENsroN

require an expen&ture of economic resources, each is in e{I'ect engaged in continuous comDetition with the others fbr
the libraryis increasingly scarce economic
resources.This competition is the basis(at
least fiom the objective perspective) fbr
the whole economics of in{brmation services: all of the librarv'.s economic resources (e.g., tunding, staff time, stafT
skill, space,equipment) exist {br only one
purpose, and that is to add these goal

If competition among goal values lbrms
the basis {br the econo-micsof in{brmation
services, then we must expect a political
superstructurethat rellects that competition-and there is indeed a lundamental
ideological <-rrpolitical division that is a
manif'eltationol'the dichotomy of the two
broad value categories, and that is probably a^sold a^sthe library itself. It is the
dichotomy of the in{brmation serwice
agency as purveyor on the one hand, and
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Figure 4. Comparison of Library and Archive Attributes.

as repository on the other. Drawing on the
distinction made bv Waters and Garrett
(1994), we can use the term "library" for
the fbrmer, and "archive" lbr the iatter.
This ideological division is {urther reflected-and will likely be heightenedby the fundamental dialectic in the digitd
culture ofthe search engine and the database (see {igure 4).
The library side of information services, as opposed to the archive, has vastly
greater political power, not only because
it is much more associatedwith the digital
culture, but also because its primary user
community is present; librarians can rely
upon those users to influence current decision-making in the institution. The archival side of in{brmation services, on the
other hand, views the present in some
respects mainly as a conduit through
which to move objects liom the past into
the luture. The primary user groups of
this side have not yet arrived on the scene,
so they have no real political influence.
But the archival side has, at the same time.
a f'ar greater existential responsibility than
the library side, because "lif'e and death"
decisions about obiects are made; they
determine whether objects will survivL
into the future, while the library side is
concemed more about increasing access
(reducing accesstime) to objects that are
presently extant. This side increases the
availability ofobjects that are for the most
part already alailable, while the archival
side decides whether obiects will remain
available at all. On the archival side, there
is less concern about subject time and
more for object time: fiom the purely

archival perspective, it does not really
matter how long it will take to gain access
to an object, provided that accessper se
remains possible. From the extreme library side, on the other hand, ifan object
requires too much time to access,it might
as well not exist at all, and any economic
resources spent on its maintenance are
wasted. (On the value distinctions between librarians and archivists, see
McCarthv 1986.)
The iibrary perspective is focused
mainly on the needs of readers. The archival perspective is also concerned about
reader requirements, but at the sametime
it represents the writer by ensuring that
the object creation remains intact as the
writer intended. AIso, the library side represents more of a scientific approach, in
the sense that it is less concerned about
maintaining dated in{brmation (which is
not to imply that all scientific in{brmation
necessarily becomes less usef'ul over
time), and is well disposed to summary.
The archival side, on the other hand, with
its concem fbr history and its focus upon
the arti{'act, might perhaps be more associated with the values of the humanities.
It might sometimes be assumed that
the territ-ory of collection development is
the library, while collection management
is more the concern of the archive. That
should not be the case, however, and we
must take care not to allow such a political
schism to debilitate collection services.
Collection management must take into
account the needs and goals of both the
library and the archive sides-and it
should be the main politlcal function and
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5. Economic and Political Factors for Providing Access to Objects.

rationale of collection management to
connect and synthesize these two fundamentally and historically divergent aspects of library operations.
TRADTTTONALOn;ncrs
The options we have {br providing access
to traditional objects in {uture will depend
upon both economic and political factors
(see figure 5). From the archival perspective, maintaining the original object in a
protected {brm (as in a special collection)
is the ideal. Under such conditions. the
integrity and longevity of both the physical and intellectual content are assured.
The cost of providing objects in their
original fbrm with a high level of protection, however, can be significant. (The
relative costs fbr these different operations are only assumptions based on experience; they are not a result of any empirical study.) Less pref'erable from the
archival perspective, but presumably
somewhat less expensive, is to maintain a
refbrmatted version onlv, in which the
$tpeface is retained. Because of the reduced costs and the more ready accessibillty, this is also a much prel'erable solution fiom the library perspective-and
even more so, if the refbrmatting is digital.
Less pref'erable {rom the archival position, but probably even less expensive, is
the maintenance of the original in unprotected fbrm, e.g., ofl'site; seen from the

archival position, this is a def'erral of necussarua.'iion. but it does mean at least that
all nhvsical content is maintained lbr the
moment. From the library position, the
unprotected original is somewhat more
acdessible than iome forms of typefaceonly reformatting (notably microfbrm),
although it is obviously f'ar iess pref'erable
than digitization.
MuJh more acceptable fiom the library viewpoint would be a total digitization of the text only, which would render
the entire documeut kepvord searchable.
This could be, ofcourse, avery expensive

accurate dieitization (uncorrected or
'dirty"
ocn), lbr this would inevitably
entail some loss of intellectual content.
From the library perspective, such rapid
diqitization would be-in some cases-an
ideal solution, because it would provide
accessto (pound for pound) more in{brmation at a much reduced cost. (Needless
to say,however, in those instances requiring totally accurate content, even the li-
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Figure 6. Mo&lied Model {br Objects in
Collections.

brary position would support {'ully accurate digitization.)
(potentially
For more important
higher use) traditional objects, combinations of one option {rom the library side
and one fiom the archival side are the
orel'erable action. The combination of fast
Lut inaccurate OCR with typef'ace digitization, fbr example, is an especially eff'ective option, because it allows the user to
search the OCR, but view an image of the
type{'ace;both processescan be done relatively automatically, as opposed to fully
accurate OCR, which entails much expensive human intervention. (The current
ISTOR project, fbr instance, uses both
OCR and images; the OCR done for
ISTOR, however, is subject to quality control, and the project f'eels it has achieved
99.95Vo ac{-uracy as a result. See http://
www.jstor.orglabouVproduction.html.)
Well alter much of the action in academic scholarship has shi{ied online, institutions will doubtless remain custodians of large quantities of paper
m21sri2l5-unprotected
originals. The
reason fbr this will be partially economic
(it costsless,we assume,to put such originals someplace on a shel{, rather than to
convert them) However, the maintenance of unprotected originals will also
have political motivations: the unprotected original is a compromise between
the library and the archivd value directions, and as such will be acceptable to the
broadest range o[ libraries an]dusers.
THE FuruRE Moonr
As we noted earlier. the movement of objects liom the anti-collection to the onsite
library has been the primary and dominant {bcus of academic infbrmation serv-

ices {br centuries. As we move more into
a digital environment, however, we must
now expect the centrality of the onsite
library fbr in{brmation senrices gradually
to dissolve. The onsite collection, (quadrant c in {iqure 2), will and should eventually disapp"earas an independent conceptual entity, and its basic functions will be
dlvided and drawn into the other two
quadrants, b (ofTsite) and d (digital). This
does not mean that the onsite library will
cease to exist, but rather only that users
(and information service providers) will
probably come gradually to view any library that is not desktop accessible as being a remote storage faciliry even i{'it is
on a central campus. The ollisite storage
f'aciliw is merely more remote than the
onsite lacility, while traditional objects
maintained in collections at other institutions are simply more remote still.
The three closed quadrants-onsite,
offlsite, digital-in our general model ({igure 2), therefore, will ultimately contract
into two: online and offline (see figure 6).
Given the signi{icance of transf'erability in
the lunctional value system, we should
begin to define objects in the online collection as those that are network accessiis. not
ble at the local institution-that
objects that have only the capacity to be
network accessible, but rather those that
are locally network accessible at the present time.
It is this dialectic of online and ollline
that should become the operative dichotomy, ultimately replacing the transitional
dichotomy of traditional and &gitd. It is
not that the concepts of tra&tional and
digital objects should lose their relevance,
but rather that they should be subsumed
within this operative dichotomy. While
online object space contains only digital
objects, offline object space should be
seen as holding both digital and traditional objects. Digital objects that are
maintained offline are those that are not
network accessible, such as stand-alone
CD-ROMs. There are also &{I'erent gradations ofoflline (and online) access;the
more ollline the obiect is, the less accessible it becomes as an information resource-but also, in general, the lower the
cost in economic terms of its maintenance
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and lunctionality.
We can expect three broad categories
ofobiects to reside offline:
1. The most obvious (and possibly largest) category will be objects of low
rlotential use. These will consist
inainly otlarge collections of unprotected traditional objects, although
we must assumesome digital materials will also fall into this category.
Such digital objects will be kept of'lline because they do not promise
high potential utility; this category
will include some objects that were
once online, but that have now been
moved oflline for storage purposes,
because their local utility has declined.
2. While there will be some obiects kept
o{Iline because they are considered
less important, there will be a second
category of obiects kept offline because they are more important.
These will include all of the protected traditional originals (although
some ol'these might havebeen digitized as well); most of these will presumably reside in special collections.
We must also expect to create and
maintain o{fline backup copies of
particularly important digital obiects
{br archival or historical purposes.
3. A third category of materials maintained oflline will be those that are
either technically unsuitable for online access as well as, more importantly, those fbr which there are legal
impediments to digitization. We do
well to remember that libraries do
not own the intellectual content of
many of the objects they maintainbut rather only, so to speak,the physical content of the copies they have
purchased. The owners of the intellectual content-individual
publishers-presently have the right and responsibility to decide whether such
objects may be digitized {br online
access, and we must expect that a
certain amount of material that is legitimately needed online for scholarly purposes will be kept of{line by
publishers to protect their investments. If the academy continues to
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outsource its publishing to (especially commercial) publishers, then it
is possible that accessto such in{brttt"tiott will be increasingly restricted, the more we move online.
Re-appropriating at least some of the
resp6risibility l'or specialized scholarly publishing must there{bre be one
oI'the highest priorities fbr the academic community.
Tnr Ror,n oF CoLLECTToN
MeNecelrpNr
What are the responsibilities of collection
digital envimanagement in an evolving-queltion,
we
ronm6nt? To answer this
must return to the {undamental values
added (depicted in figure 3), bearing esoeciallv in mind the f'actor of lbrmat conhucit eness.We should recognize that the
actsof selectionand acquisition add to the
selected object all fbur goal valuestransf'erabiliiy, analyticiry integrity, longeviry-to a limited degree; we could, in
ihct,'deline selection and acquisition as
the modest addition of these values to

by increasing {urther those values to
which the obiect bv virtue of its {brmat is
already conducivei digital objects can be
made more trans{'erable or analyzable, or
the integrity and longevity of traditional
objects can be {urther improved. Alternatively, or in addition, collection management can move to compensate Ibr values

If the obiect is determined to be ol'less
importancel the collection management
deiision may be simply to do nothilng, i.e.,
to leave in place the values added by selection, but not to boost those values in
any way. On the other hand, if an object is
determined to be of less potential utility
to local users than at the time of its selec-
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tion, then collection management can
move in the opposite direction, reducing
access in order to increase or maintain
economic resources. In those cases,Ibr
example, digital objects might be moved
oltlin-e, or triditional obiects*could be diqitized, and their originals discarded. in

nected to or derived from the standard
collection levels (cf. Bryant 1987 for a
delinition of the collection levels). This
change in culture and philosophy will
have a number o{'important implications.
It will mean, fbr one thing, that we should
be able to put in place much more efl'ective programs of cooperative collection
manaqement, which will become increasingly necessarylbr unprotected originals.
If we can avoid the high levels of negotiation and item tracking that have some-

THB Drcrrer- MENTALTTy
We noted at the outset that a^sthe work of

tality. We have seen, for example, that the
old tension in the library culture between
the library and the archival value directions

of infbrmation services-loss tolerance and

circumstances (not only ol phy.sicalbut
also intellectual contenf), we must expect
the iron grip of the warranty sprdromt to
loosen: librarians will no ionger be inclined to see as an essential function the
provision of'total-accesslbrever to every
object {br which they assumeresponsibili? Wg can perh_apsbegin to develop levels of responsibility or warranty con-

amount of loss. The dissolution of the
warrantv syndrome should also increa-se
our willingness and ability to make macrodecisions. Such macro-decisionswill become more nece.s.sarya.s
we are compelled
to move more materials o{I'site. As that
work can rarely be done on an item by
item basis, the ability to make broad decisions on large groups ofobiects is essential,
but these decisionswill unavoidably engender some loss of in{brmation {br the local
user community. The greater tolerance {br
lossiness,and the concomitant reduction
of the warranty syndrome, should also
mean that we will be prepared to engage
in much more f'ast-but-less-accurateconversion, e.g. uncorrected OCR. If the
choice is between digtiang ten items very
accurately and digiUzing several hundred
items less accurately, we should have the
option of'choosing the latter in some cases.
We may also conclude that there is
indeed an important future fbr textual
criticism in an increasingly online environment. Because ofsuch contrivances as
uncorrected OCR, we are perhaps entering an era in which we will see a real
renaissance of textual criticism. For
economic reasons, librarians will create

type.sof tho.seobjects.
The decline of the warranty syndrome

LRTS . 42(1) o
should also contribute to the final elimination of the myth of comprehensiveness.To
collect cumprehensively on a subject, or to
provide cxrmprehensiveaccess,has always
been a highly questionable concept (see
Exon and Punch 1997). The {act is that all
research and bibliographic searching, no
matter how systematicand sophisticated,is
necessarily a {brm of browsing-but it has
taken Web browsers to remind scholars (and
even some librarians) of that reality. We
need, therefbre, not onlyto condone browsing, but to search for ways to improve it.
Because of o{I'site storage, as well as the
increasing use of more itreamlined cataloging methods, there ha-sprobably never been
a time in the history of modem libraries
when main stacksbrowsing has been more
di{Iicult and unproductive. We need to replace what was lost in the stacks with a new
with the
ability to browse online-albeit
understanding that online browsing is
something very difl'erent {iom traditional
browsing (Heim 1993, 24-27).
Equally important lbr the future of
in{brmation services will be the heightened sensibility fbr embedment. Both
trans{'erability and analyticity entail embedment. Transf'erability is the potential to move obiects within a wider universe, while analyticity is the capacity
lor the user to move within the object.
Thus while every database is an object,
we must also recognize that every object
is a database. We should anticipate,
there{bre, a loosening or broadening of
the concept ofthe object. Presently we
f'eel that we have a {irm grasp in the
traditional environment on the nature
or delinition of the obiect. We think of
it as a document. It is'a book or a iournal-but we know an object is aiso a
chapter of a book, or an article within a
lournal. But does that mean that several
articles in the same lournal miqht also
conceivably together constitute an object? Would it be possible to think of several joumals on the same subject area as
an object? How about all of the publications ofa single author? The separate publications of a group of associatedauthors?
A number of items in dill'erent lbrmats on
the same su$ect areas? A collection of
items in.the same place? A collection of
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items in difl'erent places that are adminis-

management environment we are now entering. It ls a highly volatile environment, in
whic[ in{brmation services will be called
upon as never belbre to balance the library
and the archival sides,the capacity for relbr-

nor embedment that paves the way to the
new in{brmation environment, but rather
their dynamic combination-because each
implies the other.
The digital mentality, with its heightened sensitiviryto embedment, will ciuse
us to realize more than ever that the collection is itself an inlbrmation obiect. Collection development has always had the
potential to be viewed and practiced as a
iorm of authorship; because, if every text
is to some extent acompilation ofprevious
texts, then the collection is a kind oftextand the building of the collection is a kind
of authorship. Opportunities and requirements.{br that same creativity will now be
Ibund through collection management, a^s
we move increasingly online, and as tech-

velopment ceasesto be a key responsibility of the academic librarian, the creative
sliills and knowledge of collection management-the abllity to change the relationshipsol obiects to each other, and
of users1o obiects, by adding values to
(or deletingvalues lrom) objects already
selected-will remain a fundamental infbrmation service.
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Gouginglhe Receplionof
Choice ReviewsthroughOnline
UnionCololog Holdings
John C. Colhoun
The ret;ieu.ts in Choice are knousn to
for academic libraru collections. An
"hooks
lhat -rru ,r',irruud orsera seoe
CD-ROM oersion of Choice) u)ere sl
Cain Library of Califumia State Unir
uell as br1 a large rw.mber of other I'i
books mentionedin Choice Reoiews uere Tturchasedby one ormore libraries,
while the m.ajority of books u:ere purch'ased by seoeral hundred libraries'
These findings ,l;bre further tested to determine the extent to rDhich they
cou.ldbe i.ncorporatedi.nto an academic approual program. Two notificationsllp approoal plans uere created for nera'iltles from {hu pruttut and publlshnrt oi ihu besi-receioed"books. tiotificatlon-slip titles w'ere searched shortly
after theq apTteared or lDere profiled by the oenil,ttrs,and a correlation utas
found betubin the later reoieu hold,ings and these early approaal holdings.

r1

the reception of a particular
\tauging
title {rom Choice Reviews (the ep-nOU
version oI Choice) in a single library requires only {inding a bibliographic record
{br the title in the local catalog. If the
record is there, the title was well received.
The reception of aparticular title, de{ined
in this case as the purchase and inclusion
of a title in a library collection, is usually
the result of an individualt intellectual
interest moderated to some extent bv the
institution'.s financial constraints that together suggest the item would be a worthwhile addition to the collection. Typically
this is because a member of the teaching
faculty has suggested a firm order to an
acquisitionsliErarian,orasubiectbibliog-

rapher has selected a title {rom an, approval program previously set up with an
academic vendor. Over the course of time

havinq been included in Choice Reviews.
Fo"r single disciplines, we can search
records in the local catalog by subject. We
also can search across disciplines in the
local catalog by searching multiple subject
terms that would transcend a single main
class. Altematively, we can search across

tonn C CatHouN (jccalhoun@dhvx20csudh.edu)is Collection Development Librarian, Califbrnia State University Dominguez Hills, Carson, California Manuscript received {br publication July 2L,1997: accepted {br publication September 23, 1997.
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discipline.s using additional data eleprogram that would accurately {brecast
ments, such as publisher, when there is a what the best-received materials were
well-defined sei of these additional data most likely to be.
elements available.
Local catalogs can handle the lirst of
Lrrrne.runn REvrEw
these reception sfudies easily because accessby subject has been built into the file
Two articles were the conceptual antecestructure. Some local catalogs would ac- dents of'the present study. In the first,
commodate the second kind of reception
Balav (1988) described how the machinestudy (across disciplines) because the
readible bibliographic records for Choice
searching can be repetitive in nature, us- Reviews were created in September 1988
ing several subject terms, or because ad- and hypothesized {uture research fbr
ditional access by other data elements,
these records, such as discipline-oriented
such as publisher, has been included as a or cross-disciplinary searching. In the secpecla] f'eature of the indexing. Searching ond, Serebnick (1992) analr.zedthe holdby additional data elements such as pubings of OCLC member libiaries {br a dilisher is a special {'eature in the OeLC
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
Online Union Cataloe (OLUC) as well;
and- searching the OLUC also provides
holdings inibrmation
that indicates
whether the title has been purchased and
fbrmation. In the current study, I replicated
included in the collections of a number of
the method used by Serebnick but relibraries. The OLUC, however, does not
stricted the domain of review iournals
indicate whether a title was reviewed in
searched to a single journal, Choice. The
Choice or any other reviewing service. selection ofChoice reflects the highvalue
Determining that in{brmation required
placed on its reviews as seen in tlie heavy
using Choice Review.sitsell, and it was u.se of the reviews in both the .selection
that*circumstance that suggestetlthe ra- and collection evaluation processes.
tionale ol'creating a sinqle databasewith
Most depictions oI Choice in the lit"elements
both the requisitJ data
and ac- erature (e.g., Maclam 1992, or Graf
cess capabilrties to make an efficient in1995) have been supportive ofthe work
vestigation of the extent to which books of its highly qualified reviewers. In addireviewed by Choice were purchased by
tion, the editors weed out aboutT}Vo of
libraries across the country.
what is submitted fbr review, and at the
There were several aspects to this
end of each year produce a list of about
study. The lirst was to create this database, IOVooI what has been reviewed fbr the
which was done by superimposing the
annual Outstanding Academic Books
holdings data of machinL-readable"bibli- (OAB) list. In contrast, Leaw (1992) has
ograph'ic records fiom the OLUC onto
suggested that this OAB lilt has absothe corresponding records from Choice
lutelv no validiw.
Reviews. The second was to use this dataOther critics have not been willing to
base to gauge the reception of the books draw such an extreme conclusion,-alreviewed by Choice both in the local aca- though they have suggested-through
demic library collection-the
Cain Licontent analysis (Carlo and Natowitz
brary at Cali{brnia State University, Dom1995) or some form of quantitative study
inguez Hills (CSUDH)-as well as in a (Greene and Spornick 1995)-that the
large n-umber ol'other, presumably aca- vast majority of the reviews that have
demic, library collectioniacross the coun- appeared in major review sources (intry as rellecied by OLUC holdings. The
cluding Choice) have been {'avorable,
third was to collaie the in{brmatio"nlrom
perhaps too f'avorable. Maclam (1992)
the reception of the books reviewed bv
attributes this to an editorial process that
Choice aind acknowledsed in the OLU6
weeds out inappropriate material and
holdings to design an a'cademic approval
recognizably bad books, which is a serv-
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ice provided by any good review journal.
On another dimension, the review coverage in Choice proved to be an accurate
reflection, over a three-year period, ofthe
subject proportions ofthe market identified in Books Published Annually from
Publishers Weeklu (Sabosik 1992). And
the diff'erence in use between titles reviewed by Choice {rom university presses
(5.091) and titles reviewed by Choice
Irom commercial publishers (6.404), in a
representative academic setting, proved
to be less than had been anticipated
(Saunders [996).
The OAB list is an aspect of Choice
Reviews that has attracted a good deal of
attention. Marquet and Diambra (1990)
suggested that the OAB lists could be
used to document a decline in both the
quantity and quality of holdings liom a
midsized academic library. In a second
study, Calhoun, Bracken, and Firestein
(1990) suggested that the OAB presses
and publishers would form an 80/20 core
thatlould be used to model an academic
approval program. Goedeken (f993)
showed that, unlike the proportion {bund
Ior Choice in general, tle proportion of
university presses to commercial publishers ha^s increased signilicantly among
OAB lists in the last ten vears. Metz and
Stemmer (1996) fbund, irot surprisingly,
that the reputation ofthese OAB presses
and publishers is an important influence
on macro-level decision making of collection development o{licers in the design of
approval plans.
In addition to uses of the OAB lists as
postselectionassessmenttools, Stebelman
(1996) suggested that {iequently cited
publishers {rom Choice Reviews, particularly when arranged by Library of Congressmain classes,are the best source for
an academic library to use in maintaining
its acquisitionsprogram. Erickson (1992)
recommended cooperative collection development based on book reviews froni
Choice as a way to stretch budgets and
provide more titles without compromising the quality of individual collections.
Tust as Choice Reviews-on-Cards
might be used {br cross-disciplinaryselection {iom a single issue in such a cooperative project, so too might vendor ref'erral

slips be used for discipline-oriented selection over a period of time equivalent to
several issues in a retrospective Proiect,
affbrding bibliographers a perspective of
what actually had been published. This
last was the suggestion of Childress and
Gibbs (1989). From these two instances,
it would seem that cross-disciplinary selection f'rom a single issue or disciplineoriented selection fiom several issues
mieht be worthwhile characteristics to inclu-de in any large-scale study of the reof Choice Reviews.
ception
Finally, the utility of a recommended
core list such as Boolcsfor College Librarias, 3d ed. might be limited by availability
ofthe books (Budd 1991). Therefbre, in-

tells us and to make that a part of an
academic approval program.
Mrtuon
We started with the creation of a relational database of machine-readable bibrecords developed liom
liographic
Choice Reviews and the OLUC. To increase the accuracy of the file, the holdings were normalized by date of issue and
the subject categories were normalized
by main class.
When the normalized database was
sorted by main class,the second step of
the study-an analysis by disciplinemade it possible to gauge the reception
of a particular group o{ titles reviewed
inChoice, speci{icallythe OAB items in
a large number o{'academic library collections. It was also possible to gauge a
more general group of titles reviewed
in Choice (those selected by CSUDH
bibliographers) in a single academic library collection.
When the normalized database was
sorted by publishea the third step ofthe
studv-an analvsisof the file across disciplines-made it possible to gauge the
reception of university-press and commercial-publisher titles in a Iarge number
ol' academic library collections. Those
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core presses and core publishers could
then be used as the basis for two notification-slip approval plans in a single academic library collection.
In the final step ofthe study, the approval titles were searched in the OLUC
ihortly a{ter they were profiled by the
vendors; and {bllowing the first year of the
program, the early searches of the approval titles were correlated with the later
searches of the review titles. The definition of the 70/30 approval core and the
60/40 review core (the timely purchase of
the most likely candidates to become
OAB and later to be included in the fburth
edition oI Books for College Libraries)
were used a^scomparison.
CoNsrnucnNc
THE DATABASEFRoM
CHorcE REvrEws AND TrrE OLUC
Table I shows a display ol'bibliographic
records lrom the top of a file that I was
able to obtain fiom Choice Reviews in
January 1995 using a locally developed
program. These records existed because
of the decision to put the reviews beginning with the September 1988 issue of
Choice into machine-readable form
(Balay 1988). In the display,the bibliographic records appear as rows and the
{ields of the bibliographic records appear
as columns. Most of the {ields are identi{ied with two- or three-letter mnemonics
that are recognizable {iom Choice Reviews (Tltle,- PuBlisher, Interrrational
Standard book number, Library of Congress control Number, Review Number,
Date/Issue, and Subiect). From the sequence of review numbers, it will be clear
that I intended to search all reviewed titles to ensure finding the OLUC holdings
{br a general group ol'large press titles
published over several years but reviewed
in a single core journal-in
contrast to
Serebnick (1992), who used a sophisticated sampling technique to ensure finding OLUC holdings lbr a select group of
small presstitles published in a singleyear
but reviewed in several core ioumals.
Table 2 shows the initial intent of the
project, which was to sort the file by the
three-letter mnemonic {br subiect category (in this case, Atiican Sfudies, or

/25

AFR) and then to subarrange it in descending order by the OLUC holdings.
Once the titles had been sorted and
subarranged in this f'ashion, each could
be assigned a rank (to {'acilitate discipline-oriented searching) and a percentile expressionofrank (to f'acilitatecrossshort
searching) with
&sciphnary
programs, to indicate how well each had
been received among its peers {iom this
subject category in the OLUC. Befbre
this could be realized, however, some
means had to be lbund to standardize the
age of the records in the {ile. This was
done because some reviews were issued
in January 1989 (DI=8905), and thus
would have had as much as eight years to
accumulate holdings; while others were
issued in January fSSS (OI=SS05), and
thus would have had as little as two years
to accumulate holdings.
Figure I might help to make this technical problem clear. Our Iirst searching
project in the OLUC, covering titles fiom
the vears 1989 to 1994. occurred in February and March 1995 (equivalent to 9506
and 9507 on the bar graph, because each
calendar year begins with issue 5 of
Choice Reviews). When we compared the
results of this large-scale searching project year by year, we elected to discard the
1994 data because first of all the data
appeared to shelve off abruptly, and second, the OAB list fbr 1994 had just appeared, and we thought that might result
in additional purchases that would not be
re{lected in the data. The results for 1989
through 1993 stepped up at avery modest
rate of about 57o ayear, and they seemed,
in contrast to more recent purchases,almost olateaulike.
Oir second searching project in the
OLUC, looking again at titles from the
year 1994, occurred in Februarv 1996
(equivalent to 9606 on the graph). Wh"tt
the results of this second project were
compared to the data fbr 1993 from the
{irst project, we were pleased to see that
the average holdings fbr 1993 and 1994
were almost identical. The appearance of
the succeeding yeart OAB list appeared
to have a stabilizing e{Tecton the penultimate year's holdings-in efl'ect, closing
the door on active purchases liom the
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Figure l. AverageHoldingsby Date/Issue

previous year'.sOAB list. Following this, I
was able to obtain another two-year Iile ol'
machine-readable bibliographic records
liom Choice Reviews.
Our third searching project, Ibr titles
from the year 1995, occurred in February
1997. When we compared the results ol'
this third project to the results lbr 1993
lrom the first project and to the results {br
1994 from the second proiect, we were
pleased to see that the averageholdings
Ibr all three years were almost identical.
This seemed to confirm that the appearance of the succeedingyeart OAB list had
a stabilizing elTect on the penultimate
year'.sholdings. As an addendum to this
third project, we also searched the 1996
titles in April 1997, andthe reader can see
the efl'ect of this early searching (which
wa^svery similar to our initial results {br
1994 titles from the {irst project) in the
shelving olTo{ the average holdings in the
1996 dates ol'issue at the far right ot'the
lisure.
A{ler some consideration,we decided
to take the 1993 results {rom the first
project, the 1994 results {iom the second
pr<lect, and the 1995 results fiom the
third project as our norm. We indexed the
average holdings fbr each date of issue in
the lile to this value. This processofnormalizing the holdings ensured that the
titles lrom each volume and number
would be weighted equally
'b"and that the
dates o{' issue *o,rid
consistent

throughout the file. At the same time,
because our approval vendors used Library of Congress(LC) main classto sort
and arrange their notification slips (rather
than the three-letter mnemonics lbr
Choice subject categories that we had devised), we also decided to use Main Class
as our norm in place of Subject Category.
FrnsrUsn oF THE Derl,rAsE:
Drscrrr.rNe-ORTENTED(MerN CLASS)
SEA.RcHINGAND ANALYsIS
Table 3 shows a sample of the results of
this normalization process: 44,950 titles
with dates of issue from 1989 through
1995 were sorted in a single file by LC
main class (in this case, {br Ceneral
Works: Collections, Encyclopedias, and
Dictionaries; AC, AE, and AG) and subarranged in descending order by OLUC
normalized holdings Once the titles had
been sorted and subarranged, each could
be assisned a rank and a percentile expressioi ol rank with short irrograms (under RANK and PCT, between the OLUC
holdlngs and the Dominguez Hills holdings) to indicate how well each had been
received among its peers fiom these main
classesin the OLUC. Once our method
was developed to the point that it permitted us to use a consistent lile ofthis size,
we could begin to answer some questions
about the reception oftitles fiom Choice
Reviews on an empirical, rather than a
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theoretical, basis.We included codes {br
OAB titles aswell as CSUDH titles in the
{ile (O at the {'ar lefi, and D at the {'ar
right), Ibr example. So all that was required to create discipline-oriented subsets ol'these from the seven-yearreview
{ile was a feature of the dBa-sesoftware
called SET FILTER.
Table 4 shows a subset of OAB titles
created by setting the filter to X="O."
Because their rank and the percentile expression of that rank (which is independent ol'a particular main class) had
already been assignedin the seven-year
review file, very little extra was required
to find the mean (71) or the media; (76)
lbr this subset. There mav have been
nothing, a prinri,among the'1,335 graded
book review citations attached to the 460
OAB titles in the General Periodicals Index to support Leavy'.s(1992) findings of
the superioritv of Choice'.sOAB. However, there certainly seems to be something, a posteriori, among the 2,229,926
holdings attached to the 4,209 OAB titles
in the OLUC to suggest taking another
look.
More than once the editors at Choice
have pointed out the primary role the
reviewers (typically undergraduate teaching faculty with expertise in the subject)
play in the review process (Graf 1995;
Maclam 1992). The reviewers must say,
in their own 200 words. that the title is
outstanding be{bre the editors can select
it aspart of=their annual OAB list. It might
be true, as some critics have said. that
most book reviews are f'avorable (e.g.,
Carlo and Natowitz 1995; Greene and
Spornick 1995). But avery large number
ol bibliographers have responded to the
OAB lists in a way that suggests the reviews represented by the lists are much
more favorable than most reviews, andthe
conclusion seems inescapable: an overwhelming majority of the librarians who
buy academic books view these titles as
outstanding.
Table 5 shows a subset of CSUDH
titles created by setting the filter to
D="D." Again, becausetheir rank and the
percentile expressionofthat rank (which
is independentof'a particularmain class)
had already been aisigned in the seven-

year review {ile, very little extra was
rerluired to {ind the mean (63) and
median (67) fbr this subset. That
CSUDH has been buying some of the
best-received, or weightiest, titles from
Choice Reviews fbr the past seven years is
good to know because \r'/ewere only able
to buy 15,285 of'the 44,950 titles reviewed (34Vo).Wehave a Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
review coming up in whicliwe will almost certainly be asked how well we
have done with our declining funds. Our
very modest share o['titles l-rom Choice
Reviews will be signi{icantly enhanced
by the 44t/o share of normalized holdings or purchases attached to them in
the OLUC. A more serious di{Iiculty,
however, may be the unequal distribution of that 34Vo or 44Vo share of the
total-a fact that another bar graph will
help to make clear.
Figure 2 shows the local holdings
{iom CSUDH as a percentage of reviewed titles fiom Choice in the most
frequently seen LC main classes.The
editbr and publisher have established
already that the review coverage in
Choice is an accurate re{lection of the
subject proportions of books published
(Sabosik 1992). Within the context of
what has been published, our overall
perlbrmance fbr 1989 through 1995 was
that we were able to buy one title fbr
every three reviews. We will argue that,
becausewe have been care{ul to buy the
better received titles, the net effect, in
terms of the weight of those titles, is
closer to one fbr every two. In some LC
main classes,however, we did much better than this, while in others we did
much worse Our students and faculty
will have odds-on chancesot'finding reviewed titles in the historv of theorv and
practice and special asp-ectsof education (LC classesLA, LB, and LC); in
English literature (PR); or in pediatrics
(RI). But they will have only about 1
chance in 10 ol'finding reviewed titles
in |udaism and biblical studies (BM and
BS); in the history of Great Britain,
France, Germany, Greece, and Italy
(DA, DC, DD, DF, and DG); in European politics (JN); in architecture and
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Figure 2. Percent of Reviewed Titles by Main Class

Cumulative
Iiom the WILSONDISC
Book Index; an a-steriskindicates that the
publisher form was not verifted. Then the
iile *"r sorted on the normalized publisher {ield and subarranged on the International Standard Book-Number {ield. We
then took advantage ofthis new arrangement of the file by writing a shoft program
that summarized the number of titles,
normalized holdings, and percentiles fbr
each rrublisher.
Ttble 7 shows summaries lbr the first
20 publishers; by using the SET FILTER
to estiblish i suitable threshold
of academic departments to go bare.
".rri.,-and
(in this case,PCT>4,200),we could create
Against an increasingly insistent counterwhat are essentially cross-disciplinary
point ol'regularly scheduletlcoursesfrom
those same departments-e.9., courses subsets of the best-received presses and
with titles like Comparative Religion and publishers {'rom this su*mary lile. SaunUnderstanding the Bible, the Emergence hers (1996) fbund the di{'ferences beo{ Modern Europe and Twentieth-Cen- tween the circulation of university-press
to commercial-nublisher titles reviewed
tury Europe, or Political Change in First
it Choice to 6e less than anticipated
and Third World Countries-we can only
(5.091 to 6.404). And when we consider
hope that our explanation will not sound
Iarge-scale purchases and inclusions of
to our accrediting agency too much like
"O Fortuna" from Carmina Burana.
thJbest-received pressesand publishers
reviewed in Choice {iom these cross-disciplinary summaries(that is, summariesin
Sncoxo Usn or rHE DATABASE:
*hl"h th" percentile expressionso1'rank
Cnoss-DrsctPLrNARY (PusLrsHnn)
are taken from many difl'erent main
Snencntuc AND ANALYSTS
we too ibund the difl'erences to
cla^sses),
be less than anticipated. These cross-disTable 6 shows a second arrangement of
the lile that can be very helplul-fbr collec- ciplinary summaries indicated that the avof the best-received universitytion development purposes. To permit
".ug"
preis titles reviewed in Choice (with a
this display, the publisher {ield was first
hean ol'56 and a median of'57) was
normalized using authoritative lbrms

decorative arts (NA and NK); in botany
(QK); in agriculture and plant culture (S
and SB); or in civil and mechanical engineering (TA and TJ).
A possibleexplanationlbr the numbers
in the last l'ew main classeswould almost
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slightly better than the average of the
gram developedby local systempersonnel
best-receivedcommercial-publishertitles that draws the data down over the lnreviewed in Choice (with-a mean and a ternet into a relational database {ile.
median of 53).
Table 10 displays the bibliographic
Table 8 shows a subset ofthe 54 best- data fiom the top ofthis lile as it appeared
received university presses,while Table g
at the end of the 1996 calendar year.
shows a subset of the 57 best-received Again, most of the fields are identi{ied
commercial publishers Iiom
1989 with two- and three-letter mnemonics
through 1995. During this seven-yearpe- that are recognizable from Choice Reriod, these presses and publishers were views. The titGs in the disolav are sorted
responsible {br two-thirds of the titles reby main class and subarianged in deviewed in Choice and three-Iburths of the
scendingorder by OLUC holdings; but in
normalized holdings attached to these this example, because the titles were
same titles in the OLUC. This list of
searched in weekly batches one month
pressesand publishers was also responsi- after having been profiled by the vendor,
-ble
tbr three-fburths ol'the OAB during
the holdines have not been normalized.
this seven-yearperiod. And in l'act, il'we
This proceis of cumulating a large Iile of
were to pursue the replication of'publish- notification-slip titles, each of which was
er quality (Goedeken 1993) or ofpublishsearched one month after having been
er reputation (Metz and Stemmer 1996) a proliled, allowed us to create corisistent
step lurther by extending our seven-year monthly subsets by using {ilters and to
{ile to include 1996 reviews, we would
print these monthly lists with the rank and
Iind an 80/20 core of 56 presses and 68 percentile expression of rank {rom the
publishersamong the OAB-much like the larqer lile still attached.
model {br a publlsher-ba-sedapproval protable 11 is an examnle of such a
gram (Calhoun, Bracken, and Firestein monthly list. This list can 6e used by sub1990) and very similar to this list. There ject bibliographers as a guide to two notiseemsto be enough ofa correlation between fication-slip ref'erral files, in which the
quality and reception then to invite an bibliographers can lind additionalbibliogapplication.
raphic in{brmation, such as the academic
af1iliation of the author, or a complete list
subiect added entries. The overview
of
AN AcADEMTc AppRovAL Pnocneu
that the monthly list and the coordinated
APPLTcATToNBe.snp oN THE
reI'erral files provide allows a combination
Cnoss-DtsclpLrNARy (PUBLTSHER)
ol cross-disciplinarvselection fiom a sinANALYSIS
gle issue, characteristic oI'a cooperative
In earlier studies, authors have used {ieproject (Erickson 1992);at the sametime,
quently reviewed publishers or number of
it allows discipline-oriented selection
OAB items as collection assessmenttoolp over a period oftime equivalent to several
Ibr individual academic collections (e.g., issues, characteristic of a retrospective
Stebelman 1996; Marquet and Diambia
project (Childress and Gibbs f989).
1990), but in this parl of our study we
This combination of discipline-oriented and cross-disciplinary searching,
which is an attribute of the larger {ile, is
something we would want to preserve ln
sometnlng
an online version of the monthly list once
we were able to support a local area network that linked the subject bibltographers' computers and provide accessto
who had online systems accessibleover the online referral {iles in our vendors'
the Interrret. Although we receive notifisystemsover the Internet. If we were able
cation-slips each week {rom each ofthese
to maintain the perspective of such a
vendors, we also can capture the bibliogmonthly list, say,at a Web site, while at the
raphic data liom the slips through a pr6same time {urnishing accessto the online
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TABLE 7
SUMMARy Frlr

op PUBLTSHERSANp NoRrr.t,tr,rzED HOLDTNGS

OPB

NORM

A Cappella Bks.

A

I,

'JD

r,957

A-R Eds
AAAI Press

228

I

AAAS Press

265
350

67
70

2,5

ZJ

1,486

210

42

AArhus Univ, Press

1

28

0

0

Abacus Press

I

87

e

8

Abaris Bks

640

z

92

46

C

Abbeville Press

68

3r,2t4

4,861

7l

C

ABC-CLIO

JI

60,541

7,444

77

ABCS

I

10

Abdelmalek Essadi Univ King

I

31

Abhinav Publs.

7

594

ref'erral files over the Internet, we would
have a prototype for a systemwide project-something that heretolbre has been
limited to the more stringent geographical proximity characteristic of traditional
cooperative projects (Erickson 1992).
Our experience thus {'arhas shown that
the one-month holdings fiom the notification-slip {ile fbrm ^ IO\SO core (that is,
70Vo ol'the holdings appear on 307oofthe
titles), just as the normalized holdings in
the Choice Reviews file lbrm a6o/407ore
(that is, 60Vo o[ the normalized holdinss
appear on 407oo{ the titles). This would
seem to support Maclam'.s (1992)charac-

Commerical-

core

University

core

1

J4

0
Figure 3. Reviewed Titles within Proliled Titles.

5

terizaton oI Choice'sselection procedures,
in which inappropriate material and recognizably bad books are weeded out and a
more consistent lile is produced. We started
our notilication-slip approval plans in October 1995. bv the end ofthe 1996 calendar
year, we {bJnd that the list of 54 university
presses had produced 5,261 noti{ication
slips,while the list of 57 mmmercial publishers produced 10,027 slips. Also by the end
of the calendar yea\ we found that the
university-press list had predicted 2,714
Choice reviews. while the commercialpublisher list predicted 1,856.
The lists accurately predicted two-

Other

Profi].€d

A

1000020000
Titles
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TABLE 8
HoLDINGS
PRESs
ANDNoRMALIzED
CoReUNtvnnsITY
AVE

NORM

OPB

88
54

106

68,903

9,380

2,r40

702,050

116,206

Columbia Univ. Press

314

128,786

19,933

n.t

U
U

Cambridge Univ Press

rl

Brookings Institution

U

Cornell Univ. Press

JJY

172,253

28,585

DJ

TT

Duke Univ Press

2t6

70,113

11,402

D.t

U

Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. Press

143

36,132

5,389

Harvard Univ Press

483

233,752

34,854

72

Indiana Univ Press

467

176,096

28,196

60

John.sHophns Univ Press

426

L57,298

25,663

60

Louisiana State Univ. Press

184

71,891

10,238

DO

Manchester Univ Press

221

5,90r

27

MIT Press

386

24,653

64

National Acad Press

r20

50,074

7,908

oo

New York Univ Press

216

69,651

10,360

48

920,550

135,505

U
U
U
U
U
U

44,267
I45,49r

38

U
U

Ox{brd Univ Press
Pennsylvania State Univ. Press

207

62,313

9,889

48

IT

Princeton Univ Press

800

298,744

49,422

oz

U

Rutgers Univ Press

246

t02,684

15,436

OJ

85,590

12,882

61
49

2,434

2r2

btt

I]

Smithsonian Institution Press

TT

Southern Illinois Univ. Press

139

43,931

6,847

TT

Stanfbrd Univ. Press

321

100,231

16,766

JZ

U
U

State Univ of New York Press

547

167,959

26,342

48

82

31,620

5,064

6Z

TT

Teachers College Press

40,443

5,398

OD

U
U
U

Temple Univ Press

ZIJ

80,034

12,538

,)d

U niversity ol' Alabama Press

106

32,167

4,610

43

University of Arizona Press

129

42,094

6,504

DU

SyracuseUniv Press

83

University of Califbrnia Press

803

285,044

45,85r

DT

U
U
U
U
U
U

University of Chicago Press

539

227,2Lr

35,462

66

University of Delaware Press

103

29,354

4,569

44

U niversity of Georgia Press

214

74,364

10,931

ifr

University of Hawaii Press

86

22,606

4,057

AN

University of Illinois Press

DDd

119,784

17,813

University of Massachusetts
Press

r24

50,038

7,420

60

U
U

University of Michigan Press

238

7r,575

11,363

48

University of Minnesota Press

111

34,267

5,568

at,

TT

University of Missouri Press

t24

43,613

6,632

JJ
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TABLE 8
Cone UNIvsnsITy

PRESSAND NoRMALrzno

OPB

HolprNGS

. continued

NORM

PCT

AVE

130,704
37,4r7

19,907

63

5,691

46

U

University of North Carolina Press

JIC

U

University of New Mexico Press

r23

U

University of Nebraska Press

184

bz, /oo

9,163

50

U

University of Oklahoma Press

166

64,600

9,029

54

U

University of Pennsylvania Press

r82

58,332

9,683

53

U

University of Pittsburgh Press

l2r

5,692

47

U

University o{ South Carolina Press

150

48,781

7,806

52

U

UniversityofTennesseePress

I13

42,402

6,570

58

57

U

University ofTexas Press

205

70,450

rr,772

U

University ofToronto Press

250

54,707

7,412

30

U

University of Washington Press

I00

30,457

4,502

45

U

University o{ Wisconsin Press

r42

52,48s

7,964

56

U

University Press of Kansas

143

64,589

9,334

65

U

University Press of Kentucly

r38

49,593

7,694

56

U

University Pressof Virginia

110

38,868

6,767

56

U

Wayne State Univ. Press

101

29,42r

4,760

47

U

Yale Univ Press

699

320,817

49,736

77

thirds of the 1996 Choice reviews and
three-fburths of the lgg6 OAB items. As
{igure 3 will make clear, we were anticipating that approximately one of every
fbur commerical publisher titles and one
of'everytwo university presstitles pro{iled
would be reviewed. What we were not
anticipating, however, was the extent to
which the restriction on date (the review
having to appear within six months ol publication, which Maclam had described)
would a{I'ectour operation. We {bund that
the amount of time between a title's having been proliled by one ol our vendors
and the bookls being reviewed by Choice
had a mean ol 15I days and a median of
152 days.As a result, our perlbrmance lbr
the first five dates ofissue in 1996 looked
like a long upward slope. By the end of the
year, using the standard numbers from the
IS and LCN {ields, we were able to lind
only 3,277 approval titles among 6,730
review titles (49qo). Our per{brmance for
the last six dates of issue ii 1996, however,
Iooks more like level high ground. During
that time, we were able to find 2,219 ap-

proval titles among 3,722 review titles
(607o)-including 208 OAB approvals out
of 3ll OAB rewews (67Vo).
ConnnlttloN
oF EARLYSEARCHES
FROM THE APPROVALFILE WITH I,ATER
SBencnns FRoM THE REvrEw FILE
One last illustration will help to make
clear how the one-month holdinqs liom
the approval lile can be related-to the
normalized holdines from the review file
through the 3,277 tltles that we have been
able to match. In the course of our third
project, we searched the 1996 titles in
April 1997; the efl'ect of this early searching can be seen in the shelving offol'the
averageholdings in the 1996 dates ofissue
at the {'ar right of the &splay in {igure 3.
The results {br January 1997 (which include the 1996 OAB list), as well as the
results for the last six dates ofissue in the
display (June 1996 through December
1996), are obviously less complete than
the data for the normalized holdings
would be following our fburth searching
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TABLE 9
Cons CoN,nntBRCIAL
PUBLTSHERS
ANDNonueltzno HoLDTNGS
O
C
C
C
C
C
C
(l
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Cl
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PB
Abbeville Press
ABC-CLIO
Abrams
Academic Press
Addison-Wesley
Basic Bks
Beacon Press
Blackwell
Chapman & Hall
Continuum
Erlbaum
Facts On File
Free Press
Gale Res
Garland
Greenwood Press
Guillbrd Press
Hall,GK &Co
Harper & Row
Harpercollins Pubs
Houghton MilIIin
Island Press (Covelo)
fossey-Bass
Knopf
Lexington Bks
Little, Brown
Macmillan
Mcfarland & Co
McGraw-Hill
Morrow
Norton
Pantheon Bks
Paragon Horrse
Plenum Press
Praeger Pubs
Prentice-Hall
Quorum Bks
Random House
Rienner Pubs
Rizzoli Int Publs
Routledge
Sage Publs
Scarecrow Press
Schirmer Bks
Scribner
Sharpe M E
Simon & Schuster
Springer-Verlag
St Martin's Press
Thames & Hudson
Times Bks
Transaction Bks
Twayne Pubs
Van Nostrmd Reinhold
Viking
WesMew Press
Wiley

TI
68
97
215
r66
83
I9I
459
133
87
l8l
258
170
226
585
I OO<

97
t79
89
60
84
82
L8Z
148
92
6I
123
263
257
tt2
298
48
87
130
/DD

201
t67

r3r
t46
129
r,025
342
974

50
l16
lo/

103
JOD

1,007
I04
62
166
rt7
9t
634
53q

NORM
3t,2r4
60,541
96,328
54,209
40,532
154,283
42,834
r35,462
oo ae<

37,896
61,473
151,940
126,030
115,65r
162,838
353,501
43,083
66,205
61,580
44,225
76,232
43,657
r05,707
r32,461
41,427
<a oon

82,933
75,609
85,817
87,213
200,933
35,167
35,347
5r,605
2rs,342
48,945
56,r77
122,275
38,866
40,837
267,003
126,668
72,655
26,7t8
90,357
48,579
74,803
89,259
232,437
37,019
54,110
46,473
196,829
37,373
65,845
195,535
t 6 17 q r

PCT
4,861
7,444
14,994
9,202
5,549
17,026
5,707
2r,300
5,LO2
5,487
8,746
19,984
t4,918
t5,4r2
20,044
48,269
6,155
8,860
7,303
5,172
7,356
6,165
13,839
13,306
5,935
5,203
9,937
10,601
15,259
9,603
23,775
4,222
5,302
7,483
31,953
8,406
8,482
rr,744
7,213

AVE
7L
77
70
55
67
89
78
46
38
63
48
77
88
68
34
37
63
49
82
86
88
75
76
90
65
85
81
40
59
86
80
88
6l
58
42
42
5r
90
49

o,l t t

a.)

38,300
18,785
10,862
4,063
t0,ll7
8,185
8,405
14,635
3t,726
5,990
5,593
6,845
29,304
6,427
7,806
32,08r.

37
55
40
8l
87
49
82
40
32
58
90
4L
8t
55
86
5l
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project. Nevertheless, we can assign an
indtx to each o1'the 1996 dates ol'-issue
that will permit us to normalize the holdings of the 3,277 titles in question. And
with the caveat in mind-that
the 1996
normalized holdings will not have the
same senseol'closure that the succee&ng
year'.sOAB list would provide (the 1997
OAB list)-we will proceed.
Table 12 shows the Pearson productmoment correlation between the percentile expression of rank {br the normalized
holdings ol 3,277 titles lrom the review
{ile to the percentile expression ofrank {br
the one-month holdings for the same title.sfiom the approval file. We have called
the latter "centile" (CEN), in order to
distinguish it fiom the former. First, the
review file and the approval file were indexed on common key expressions (the IS
and LCN fields). Using the relational features of the sof'tware,we linkedthe review
lile to the approval file according to those
common key expressions. And the data
{br the centile expression of rank fiom
the one-month searchesin the approval
lile were used to replace the CEN {ield
in the review lile. Then, the means fbr
both PCT and CEN were Ibund (55.98
and 57.64, respectively). Next, the
standard deviations fbr the two (26.12
and 27.16) were lbund. And finally, the
product-moment correlation coefficient
( 4678) was calculated.
The 3,277 records common to the approval and review files had a CEN mean
of 58 and me&an of 60. This is in keeping
with what the 70/30 core from the approval lile and the 60/40 core from the
review file had already suggested. This
of{'ersfurther support to Maclam's (1992)
characterization o{ Choice's selection procedures, which weed out inappropriate
material and recognizably bad books:
fiom as early as one month, reviewed titles enjoy better than average reception.
AIso because these 3,277 records have a
code (O) to identily OAB items in the
review ftle, we can create subsets of OAB
and non-OAB records. When we did this.
we found that the mean and median {br
the OAB records {rom the PCT field was
69 and 73; and the mean and median fbr
the non-OAB records, 55 and 54. It might

be that a large number oI librarians ordered these titles {rom the 1996 OAB
list (which appeared in January 1997)
and were able to receive and catalog
them in time lbr the OLUC holdings to
appear among the data from the addendum to oui third searching project
(which occurred in April 1997). But it
seems more likely that the 1996 normalized holdings re{lect some innate qualitv alreadv iiherent in the titles thai the
reviewers and editors highlighted with
the list. Even the very earliest resultsthe one-month holdings from the apsomething of this.
proval file-reflect
ih. ^.^n and median {br thJoAB records {rom the CEN field were 61 and
63, and the mean and median for the
non-OAB records were 57 and 60.

Tnr SrcurrlcANcE oF 70/30
Arrnover- Conn eno 6O/40 RnvrBw
CoRE: TrMELYAcgursrrroNS oF NExr
YEAR'SOurstANptNc ACADEMIC
BooKs
We were able to correlate the normalized
holdings of the review file with the onemonth holdings of the approval file, and
we are willing to speculate, on the basis of
that correlation, that there is a conceptual
equivalence between the 60/40 core ofthe
review lile with the 70/30 core ofthe approval {ile worth further investigation.
The advantage in establishing a correlation between the review file and the approval file and suggesting a link between
the 60/40 core and the 70130 core (as
Budd (1991) has suggested already), is
that of utility. The earlier we recognize
core materials. the better our chances will
be of {inding those materials available.
Choice Reviews appears several years
ahead of the next edition ol Books for
College Libraries, and notilication slips
from vendor profiles appear several
months ahead of Choice Reviews. If we
are willing to search the reviews in the
OLUC once the OAB list from the succeeding year has appeared, we can predict
from the 60/40 core what Booksfor CoIlege Libraries, 4th ed. will contain. And if
we search the notification slips in the
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OLUC one month a{ier they have been
proliled, we can add a depth to the bibliographic data that only a 200-word review
rJu"i"l months later will rival. We believe
the succeeding-year search (like a yeartend poli,tical analysis) and the one-month
searih (like a {irst-hour election poll) are
well wofth the ef{brt to get an accurate
Ibrecast of what the best-received materi.
als will rnost likely be.
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Ll ecause subiect heading validation requires extensive manual ef{brt, subject
authority control has long been one ofthe
most labor-intensive and costly operations
in library cataloging Automatic error detection and correction mechanismsdeveloped by OCLC Online Computer Library

Center, Inc., have already reduced the
need {br some manual corrections, mainlv
those involving predictable and mechanical errors, such as spelling. But there are
many types o{'errors these mechanisms do
not catch. A subiect validation file-that
is, a list of valid headings and heading
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strings that exist in a large catalog database such as the OCLC Online Union
Catalog (OLUC) or the Library of Congress MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging) database (LC MARC)-would
make subject authority control much
more efficient.
In fbrmer years, when the Library of
Congress (LC) subject headings system
was Iargely enumerative, Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) served as
a fairly eff'ective subject validation file in
spite ofthe f'act that certain categories of
headings were designated "nonprinted"
and so did not appear in the list. Today,
however, mainly because of how far the
system ha^smoved toward sprthesis, Iistings in LCSH account for only a small
percentage ofthe heading strings actually
assigned to bibliographic records. Currently, many libraries rely on the online or
print version oI'LC SH for subject authoritycontrol. LCSH is an in&spensable tool,
but its usefulness is limited by its nonenumerative nature. Accordingly, manyin the
profes.sion have long I'elt the need fbr a
more nearly complete subject validation
file. In fact, one of the maior recommendations from the Subject Subdivisions
Conf'erence held in 1991 called for the
expansion of the LC subject authority lile
to include subject heading strings not currently listed in LCSH (Recommendations
1992), and three years later the Subject
Authority File Task Group of the Cooperative Cataloging Council also recommended the creation of a subiect
valida'
tion lile (Cooperative f994).
An ideal subject validation lile would
contain all properly formulated subject
headings in current u5s-in other words.
it wcruld be exhaustive and error-free. One
method for developing such a lile would
be {irst to list all assignedsubject headings
appearing on bibliographic records and
then to correct all the errors such a list
would necessarily contain. Even if d<lne
centrally, the eflbrt required would be
prohibitively large at the initial stage and
very high fbr maintenance. One must conclude, there{bre, that a complete list of
subject heading strings without errors is
an impractical ideal. An alternative to an
exhaustive subject validation file with

many errors might be a smaller but relatively
error-free lile made up of unique heading
strings that have been used frequendy and
account {br a lalge proportion ofusage.
HYP0THESES
For such a tool to be possible, however,
several assumptions pertaining to headings would have to hold. These are:
1. that frequency of use varies among
headings, with some hea&ngs used
over and over, and some very seldom;
2. that errors congregate at the low
ranges offrequency ofuse; and
3. that a point exists at which errors
occur at an unacceptable rate.
II' investigation proved these assumptions valid, then the removal of hea&ngs
below the point ol'unacceptability should
leave a highly accurate subject validation
file that could prove a useful and cost-ef'fective professional tool.
Accordingly, OCLC's Ollice of Research lunded a project to explore the
feasibility of automaUcally generating a
relatively error-free subject validation
file that would contain all headings that
had been used more than a very I'ew
times. We would examine, {irst, the &stribution of assigned headings based on
frequency ofoccurrence, and second,the
relationship, if any, between f requency of
use and error rate.

Mnrnons
Dere CollecuoN
The Subject Heading Correction.s database, developed to correct subject heading errors in the OLUC, was the.source of
headings {br this proiect. The database
contains an entry for each unique, complete subject heading used in bibliographic records loaded into the OCLC
system through November 1992 (more
than 4 million headings).A 17osample of
the headings assigned by LC was extracted {iom the database {br further
processing and examination. The sample
came to 20,473 headings.
The records in the test {ile were ana-
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TABLE I
SAMPLE
Detenesn
HseprNcseNo Posrrxcs rN DescnNorNcORDER
nv FnegunrucyoF UsE
Harrlinos

Headinqs
Frequenc),
Couni

> 500
40r-500
301-400

3
3
4

Cum.Ct

'/o

3 0.01
6 0.01
10 0.02

Cum. %

001
0.03
0.05

201-300
20 0.05
10
0 10
101-200
28
48 0.14
0 23
51-100
74
L22 0.36
0.60
46- 50
t7
0 68
139 0.08
4I- 45
22
0 ll
0.79
l6t
36- 40
28
0.92
189 0 t4
31- 35
1.09
35
224 0.r7
26- 30
47
| 32
277 0.23
2I- 25
82
353 0 40
I72
16- 20
II5
468 0.56
2.29
11- 15
246
7I4
1.20
3 49
6- 10
792 r,506 3.87
7.36
3- 5
1,876 3,382 I t6
16.52
2
2,588 5,970 12.64 29.16
I 14,503 20,473 70 84 100.00

lyzed on two main parameters, distribution ofheadings by fiequency ofuse and
heading errors atvarious lrequencies. The
crux of the investigationwas mapping error rates against the {iequency distribution; also, to gain additional relevant inI'ormation, supplemental analyses were
carried out both before and alter this
maPPrng.
Dern ANelysrs
The density and distribution of the sample
of LC-assigned headings were determined by statistical analysis.The first step
in the investigation was to determine, {br
each heading, how many times it appeared in the sample; then the headings
were divided into groups according to fiequency ofuse. The number ofpostings, or
occurrences, fbr each fiequency groupthat is, the total lrequency of assignment
of all the headings in the group-was also
tabulated. The results are shown in table l.
The le{l side of table t, labeled "Head-

Postinss
Couni

Cum. Ct.

L,730
1,730
2,987
L,257
4,25L
1,264
6,607
2,356
3,771 10,378
5,2L5 15,593
810 16,403
956 17,359
r,056 18,415
1,171 19,586
1,310 20,896
r,854 22,750
2,058 24,808
s,095 27,903
5,959 33,862
6,874 40,736
5,176 45,912
14,503 60,415

%

2.86
2.08
2.09
3.90
6.24
8.63
L.U
1.58
r.75
L.94
2.17
3.07
s 41
5.r2
9.86
11.38
I57
24.01
100.00

Cum. 7o

2.86
4.94
7.03
10.93
r7 17
25.80
27.14
28.72
30.47
32.4r
34.58
37.65
41.06
46.18
56 04
67.42
75.99
10000

ings," shows the density of sample headings by categorieso{'fiequency of use in
descending order. The columns labeled
"Headings count" and "Vo" give the number and percentage of headings in each
category of{iequency ranging from 500 or
greater to l. Three ofthe headings in the
sample lile have been assigned to bibliogt"phi" records in the OCLC database
more than 500 times, and more than
14,500 have been assigned only I time
each. The heading count shows an inverse
relation to frequency ofuse; the lower the
fiequency, the greater the number of
headings. The most frequently assigned
headings liom the sample file are Art,
(assigned 61 1
American-Exhibitions
and governtimes), India-Politics
(assigned567 times),
ment-1919-1947
life (assigned
and Family-Religious
DDZtrmes,.
The right side oftable 1, labeled "Postings," shows the distribution of postings
calculated by multlplying the number of
headingsbyfiequency. A small numberof
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION
op HeeolrucsBYMARC TAG
MARC Tap

600
610
611
630
650
hbr

Number of Headinqs

2,356
I,145
26

156
13,653
3,137

headings account for a high percentage of
use.Compare the top 122 headings(headings assigned more than 50 times) that
account lbr about 25Vo ol total headins
usagewith the more than 14,500headingi
assigned 1 time each that account for approximately 257o oI usage at the lower
liequency levels.
The distribution of the sample of
unique LC-assigned headings by MnnC
tag was al.so determined. The result.s,
given in table 2, show that the largest

610), uni{brm titles (MARC 630), and
headings lbr meetings (MARC 6f f ).
To determine the extent of overlap between headings appearing in LCSII and
the subject heading strings assigned to
bibliogriphlc r""orJ., a cJunt -is made
of the number o{ assignedheadingswith
a freqrency ol' 2 or higher that matched
exactly those lbund in LCSH.
EVALUATToNOF HEADINGS

Details ofthe methodsusedin evaluatingthe
sample headings are given in a previously
published paper (Chan and Vizine-Goetz
1997) and are brielly summarized here.

graphic record in whtch the heading appeared, the most recent date lrom the
MARC {ixed field element, "date entered

1 15 l
5.59
0.13
0.76
66.69

z,,5JO

3,501
,5,OZ I

3,683
I I ,\r.ro

20.473

on file," and a sequential ID number. The
followingexample showsthese elements {br
the heading Art, American-Exhibitions.
MARCTag:
650
Frequency:
6ll
Headingstring:Art, American$x
Exhibitions
OCLC#:
26855900
Date:
1992
ID number;
1589967
In the second stage ofthe project, we
teited the relationship, if any, between
the fieouencv ofuse and error rate. The
heart oi'the investieation was to test {br
accuracy and to calculate error rates at
various levels of {requency of assignment.
In order to determine the validity of the
headings, each heading had to be evaluated according to the terminology established in LCSH or the name authority file
and the policies {br combining elements
in a heading. Becauseofthe large size of
the sample, it wa.sdecided to focus {irst on
headings with higher fiequencies of use.
A preliminary analysis of those hea&ngs
used 3 or more times each (a total of 3,382
headings),confirmed the suppositionthat
errors indeed increased as heading use
declined. Subsequently, 2,588 headings
used twice each were added. This brought
the working sample to 5,970. Time and
labor constraints allowed examination of
only a subset of the headings that were
used once each.
Each of the 5,970 headings in the
working sample was examined manually
Ibr correct MARC tagging, terminology,
syntax, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc., according to the standards and
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Example

1

630 Bible $p N T. $p Epistlesof Paul $r CritiLiam, intar?retation, etc $r History $y Early church, ru
30-600
Element in heading

Authority tmls

630, $p, $p, $x, $x, $y
Btble. $p N.T. $p Eriisdes ol Paul
Criticisrir, interp^retition,
etc \
'
History
t
Early church, ca. 30-600
/
Example 2
650 Happhrcss $x Rcligious lifc $x Christiailitq $x Scmtorrs
Element in heading

Authority

650, $x, $x, $x
Happiness
Religious lile
Chri.stianity
Sermons

USMARC Ibrmats
LCSH
LCSH
f rue-r Ioartng Jil0atDrstons
Subiect C at alo aing M anu aI

tools

Figure L Headingswith VerilicationProcedure.
authority files in the fbllowing list:
. USMARC lbrmats Ibr authority data
and fbr bibliographic data
o LCSH [both the print version and the
LCXR (SUBIECTS)filein LOCIS (Library o{'CongressInformation System)]
o Authority records in the name authority file in LOCIS
t Free-Floating Subdioisions: An Alphabetical Irulex (Library of Congress 1989-)
. Subject Cataloging Mamral: Subject
H eadings ( Library of CongressI984-)
c RersisedLibrary of Congress Subject
Headings (Library of Congress 199I)
o Angl.o-American Cataloguing Rules,2d
edition, 1988 revision (AACngR 1988)
In a typical case, a given heading was
{irst checked to see whether the field tag
and subtield codes contbrmed to USMARC {brmats. The heading was then
checked in LCSH or the nami authority
file, depending on whether it was a topical
or name heading. A heading was considered valid at this point if'no mechanical
errors were fbund in coding, punctuation,
capitalization, spacing, etc., and the entire
heading or string, including subdivisions,
matched one in the name authority file, in
LCXR, or in the 16th edition (iSSf) ot
LCSH. The 16th edition of LCSH was
used asthe cutoffpoint because the cuto{T
date of the sample was November 1992.
The remainilng headings were further

evaluated with the tools listed above and
analyzed in consultation with the Cataloging Policy and Support Oflice st#Tat LC.
Two examples of veri{ication procedures are shown here. In the first case,the
headinq is valid. In the second case, the
subdivision $x Religious life was incorrectly applied. The appropriate subdivision under a topical main heading is $x
Religious aspects (see figure 1).
oF INVALIDHraotNcs
CATEcoRIZATIoN
Headings can be invalid becausethey contain actual errors or because they are obsolete in whole or in part.
'to Through ref'ernew fbrms.
old
ences fiom
obsolescence is less detrimental to retrieval than outrieht error; it wa^s thus
deemed importanito distinguish the two.
Invalid hea&nEs were characterized as
either "incor.ect" or "obsolete," with
headings containing both incorrect and
obsolete elements classed with the lbrmer. All invalid headings were also sorted
according to heading ry!" *t described in
the earlier paper (Chan and Vizine-Goetz
1997). Variations within each category and
examples are also given in the earlier paper.
In the spring of 1995 when the data
were being analyzed, each heading that
was identilied asincorrect or obsolete was
checked in the LOCI (the bibliographic
file in the LOCIS databa^se)in the LC
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MARC database to determine whether
the error or obsolete element had been
corrected or updated since the sample
was collected. This was done fbr the purpose of determining the extent of maintenance of assigned subject headings in the
LC MARC bibliographic database.
After the analysis of headings with a frequency of 2 or higher was completed, a
subset of headings with a fiequency oI'use
of 1, consisting oI 3,472 headings (representing 23.937oof the total sampleo{ 14,503
headings) was examined and analyzed as a
test ofthe validity of the findings {iom the
earlier sample. Errors in the subset were
also characterized as incorrect or obsolete,
and their numbers extrapolated as an estimate of the situation in the 14,503 frequency-l headings in the {irll test sample.
RESULTS
Two liles {igure in the summary that lbllows. One was the lull test {ile of 20,473
headings, i.e., the 17o random sample of
LC-assignedheadingsin OCLC'.sSubject
Headings Correction database.The other,
called the working {ile, was made up of the
5,970 headings in that {ile that had been
used more than once. The cutoffdate fbr
both was November 1992.
The analysis of heading and posting
relationships,presented in tables I and 2,
is based on the {ull test lile. The analyses
of invalid headings, presented in tables
3-10, are based on the working lile.
DrsrntsurroN oF SAMPLEHEADTNGS
The data shown in table I support the {irst
hypothesis that frequency of use varies
among headings, with a small number of
headings accounting for a large percentage of usage. Headings that were used
only once or twice account for the largest
number. The heading count shows an inverse relation to fiequency of use; the
lower the fiequency, the greater the number of headings. The higher frequency
categories are sparsely populated, and
there is greater density in the categories
of low frerluencies.
The inverse relationship between
heading count and frequency of use is

illustrated by the fbllowing:
. 3 headings were assigned more than
500 times each, represent only 0.017o
of the sample, but account for 2.86Vo
of total usage.
o 122 headiig* *"r"
assigned more
than 50 times each, represent only
O.6Voof the sample, but account {br
25.817oof total usage.
o 714 headings were assigned more
than l0 times each, represent only
3.49Voof the sample, but account for
46.197oof total usage.
o 1,506 hea&ngs were assigned more *ran
5 times each,represent7.367aof the sample, but account for56.057o oltotal usage.
. 3,382 headings were assigned 3 or more
times each, represent I6.52Vo olthe sxnple, but account lbr 67.437ool'total usage.
o 5,970 headings were assigned 2 or more
times each,represent29.167oofthe sample, but actount for75.99%ooltotal usage.
o In contrast, 14,503 hea&ngs (almost
7l7o <tI the total number of assigned
headings in the sample) were used only
once each. However, they account {br
only 24.OlVoofthe total usage.
Topical headings made up two-thirds
of the {ull test file and7l%o of the working
{ile, with personal and geographic name
headings sharing most of the remainder in
each file (see table 2).
Ovnnlep BETwEENLCSIl eNp
HEEPIruC
LC-ASSIGNEDSUBJECT
STRINGS
Table 3 shows the overlap between LCSH
and the sample headings in the working
file. Only777-just over I3%o-appear in
LCSH as such. Of these, topical headings
show the greatest degree of overlap
(13.94Vo),with personal name headings
coming next (12.74Vo).Most of the overlapped personal name headings were
those for indMdual Ibmilies, which are
enumerated in LCSH. The low rate o{
overlap between LCSH and name headings wa^sdue to the fact that most name
headings, especially those lbr persons,
co{porate bodies, and jurisdictions, are
maintained in the name authority file.
The data indicate that in assigning subject headings, catalogers seldom derive
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TABLE 3
AsstcNrp HnaptNcs,tNpLCSH
Ovnnr,apBETwEEN

Ti^.

^f Heorlincc

N"-h.r

of Semnle Ff eadinosn

Headinss

Matchin€

LCSH

%

r2.74

600
6I0
611
630
650

463
18I
0
39
4.233

590

0.00
I0.26
13.94

Total

5,970

777

13.02

DY

10
0

/

J.JZ

' Headings with fiequencv of use of2 and above

headings exclusively fiom LCSH. Most
name headingsare basedon name authority records, and over 857o of the topical
headings must be synthesized.
INVALTDHeeprNcs
When the validation process wa^s completed, itwa-s{bundthitZg4(l.gZqo of the
5,970 headingsthat were tested) were invalid, as shown in table 4. Headings considered invalid were classedas "incorrect"
or "obsolete" with validity ratios figured
according to the sum oI'the two. Among
the 294 invalid headings, 76 (1.277oo{the
total working sample) were incorrect and
218 (3.65Vo)were obsolete. Thus, among
the invalid headings, incorrect headings
accounted lbr approximately one-fourth
oI' the total, and about three-quarters
were obsolete headines.
Analyzed by typ" of heading, uniform
titles and cor?orate name headings
showed the hishest rate of invalid headings, at 17.95E; and13.26%orespectively.
These were fbllowed by geographic name
headings (835Eo), personal name headings (4.97Eo), and topical headings
(3.59vo). There were no headings for
meetings in the sample. It might be important that over 70VooI the headings in
the working file were topical headings, of
which {'ewer than 17owere incorrect and
ctnly2.62Vowere obsolete, Ibr a total invaIidity rate oI 3.59Vo.Table 4 shows the
distribution as well as data on corrections
in the LC MARC database durins the
time the study was underway.
Table 5 contains a summary of the distribution ofinvalid headings by {requency

of use. It was found that errors do indeed
accumulate at the lower levels of {iequency of assignment. Obsolete headings.
were distributed over a wider range of
frequencies o{'assignment.
llo incorrect headineswere identilied
among thosewith a frequency of use of 11
or higf,er, and only 7 in ihe set of headings
that were assigned 3 times each. There
was then a substantial jump to 58 in the
headingsassignedtwice each.
On the other hand, obsolete headings

remaining 216 obsolete headings occurred among those with fiequencies of
2-20, agun with a dramatic increase at
Iiequency 2.
INCoRREcT HEADINcS

Focusing on errors, table 6 contains a
summary of incorrect headings with 2 or
more postings. A total of 76 headings were
found to contain errors.
The largest number of errors occured
among topical headings,with a total of 41.
Geogiap6ic name headings contained
the secondlarqest number of errors, with
a total of 27. Thete were 6 incorrect cor-

greater
than 1.
The data in table 6 show that errors
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TABLE 4
Suruvenvop Iuvelro HseprNcsByTAG
HneprNcswrru e FnngunNcyoF Use oF Two oR HIGHER

Teo

Total
Nrrmber Number
ol
of
Incorrect
Sample Incorrect Ileadings
(o/"\
Heerlinoc Hearlinoc

600
610
611
630
650
651
Total

463
181
0
39
4,233
1.054
5.970

0

0

0.00
331
0.00

z

D t.t

o

4T
27

Total
Number
Number
of
Obsolete
of
Obsolete Headings Invalid
(o/^\
rr.".hno"
tl...linoc

23
I8
0

097
2.56
L.27

1r1
61
2r8

congregated among the headings with
lower lrerluencies of use. Fifty-eight of
the 76 incorrect headings occurred in the
set of headingswith a f'requencyoI'2
Table 7 shows the cumulative ratio of
incorrect headings at each liequency of

4.97
9.94
000
12.82
2.62
5.79
3.65

23
24
0
7
r52
88
254

Invalid
Invalid
Headines
Invalid Headinqs Correcttd
I leadings Correct;d -1995
(o7"\
(a/"\
-lqq5

497
1326
0.00
1795
359
8 35
4.92

6
6
0
3
48
43
106

26 09
2500
0.00
4286
3158
48,86

use. The first fbur columns present the
figures relating to the sample database
derived fiom table 1. The li{th column
gives the number of incorrect headings at
each lrerluency of'use. The sixth and seventh columns show the cumulative incor-

TABLE 5
Surravanyor INVALTDHEADTNGS
By FREOUENCY
oF UsE

Freouencv

>2r
20
19
18
T7
16

Nrrmber of
Sample
Headinss

Number of
lncorrect
Headinss

JDJ

28
T2
22
zo

Number of
Ob.solete
Headings

Number of
Invalid
Headinss

z

z

I

1

I
2
I

z

I

1D

27
28

I4

.tn

z

z

ad

D.t

1

I

J

12
1I
10
9
8
7
b

4
3
2
Total

63
66
96
t24
138

I

z

L

z

2

8

I
2

D

A

I ID

259
352
542
982
2.588
5,970

T4

4

ID

7
58
76

34
124
218

Invalid
Headinqs
Corrected1995

l

3
10
4
b

I6
l9
4I
182
294

z
2
2
z

/
7
7
20
CI

r06
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TABLE 6
Suvvenv or INconnrcr HeepINcs

Frenuencv

>2I
20
l9
t8
L7
l6
ID

t4
13
t2
II
IO
q

8
7
h

5
4
J

z

Total

Number of
Samnle
t{",,liro.

600

610

611

630

650

651

Number of
Incorrect
Headinss

Errors
Corrected
-1995

.1D.1

28
12
22
26
27
28
36
JJ
bJ

66
96
t24
I38

I

r

I

I

I

z

I

I

I

z

1

I/J

259
352
542
982
I
2.5884231
5.97006024127

rect headings count and percentage. For
example, headings with a fiequency of 6
and above contained a total of 5 (0.33%)
incorrect headings, and those with a fiequency of3 and at o*recontained a total oI'
itl (O.SSE")incorrect headings. The last
column is the inverse o{ column 7 and
shows the accuracy rate; in other words,
headings with a frequency o{ 6 or above
have an accuracy rate of 99.67Vo, and
those with a liequency of 3 or above have
an accuracy rate <>199.47Vo.
The data also show that, except {br a
slight variation at the frequency of 8, the
cumulative error rate increased steadily
Ilrom OVoto 1.27Voas the {requency of use
decreasedfiom 15 to 2.
The fbllow-up analysisof the subsetof
headings with a frequency ol use of I
showed a dramatic increase in the cumulative error rate, at 3.24Vo{or headings in
all frequency ranges; in other words, an
accuracy rate of 96.76Vo.

I
l1
3l
/o

2r

/

I

7
58
76

12

z

19

OssornrnHEADINcS
Table 8 contains a summary of obsolete
headings among headings with 2 or more
postings. A total ol'218 heaclings were
ibuntl to be obsolete at the time the test
databasewas generated.
The larqest number of obsolete elements occrirred among topical headings,
with a total of ltl. Geographic name
headings contained the second Iargest
numbei of errors.with a total of 61. There
were 23 obsolete headings among Personal name headings,and corporate name
headingscontained l8 obsolete headings.
Five obsolete headings were {bund among
uni{brm titles. There were no headings fbr
meetings with a posting greater than 1.
The data in table 8 show that obsolete
headings also congregated among the
headings with lower lrequencies of use.
There were only 3 obsolete headings
among headings with a frequency of 20 or
above, while 124 oI the 218 obsolete head-
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TABLE 7
Rerro op INCoRRECT
HnaprNcs

_
Frequency

> 25
2I-25
16-20
rI-15
10

# of
Sample
Headings

27t
82
II5
246
96

Total
Sample
HeadingsCum. Ct.

27I

353

Sample
HeadingsCum. Zo

# of
Incorrect
Headings

Incorr.ect
HeadingsCum. ilt.

Incorrect
Headings_
Cum.?Z

Accuracy'
Rate

1.32
r.72

I

r24

8

138

468
71,4
810
934
t,072

7
6
5
4
3

r75
259
352
542
982

r,247
r,506
1,858
2,400
3,382

6.09
7.36
9.08
tr.72
16.52

2

2,588

5,970

29.16

2.29
3 49
3.96
4.56
5.24

z

I
2
4
7

ings occurred among heading.swith a lie(luency ol 2.
Table 9 shows the cumulative ratio of
ob.solete h,eadings at each lrequency of
use. The first {bur columns rrr-esentthe
figures relating to the sample database
derived lrom lable 1. The ?ifih column
gives the number of'obsolete headings at
each liequency ol'use. The sixth and'seventh columns show the cumulative obsolete headings count and percentage. For
example, headings with a fiequeniy ol'6
and above contained a total of 3l e.06Eo\
obsolete headings, and those with a frequency ol 3 and above contained a total of
S4 (2.7880) obsolete hea&nss. The last
column is the inverse ol'column 7. showing the currency rate. In other words,
headingswith a lrequency of 6 and above
hacl a currency rate oI'97.94Vo,and headings with a lrequency of 3 or above
showed a currency rate of97.zZEo.
The data also'show that, with slight
variations, the cumulative obsolesceice
rate increased steadily from 0.37Vo t<t
3.65Voas the liequency o[ use decreased
Iiom qreater than 25 to 2.
The {bllow-up analysisof the subsetof
h_eadingswith i lrequency of use ol l
showed-adramatic inc.rea.se
in the cumulative obsolescence rate, at g.B2Vo. Ior
headings in all liequency ranges-in

T

I

I

/
4

58

7
I1
18
76

0 00
072
o 21
0.37
0 32
0 33
0.38
0.46
0 53
L.27

100.00
9988
99.79
99.63
99.68
99.67
99.62
99.54
99.47
S8.73

other words, a currency rate of gO.I8Vo.
Veuorry Rlrros

signment are added, ro 97.04Volbr a lile
oI'headings assignedfbur or more time.s
each. Adding headings assigned three
times each brings the ritio to 9?.697r,and
adding tho.sea.s.iignedtwice each bring.sit
to 95.087o.An estimate (Chan andVizine-

SursuguoNr CoRRECTToN
AND
UplArtNc oF INvALID Hreorucs
In the spring of'1995.two and a half'yezus
alier the cutoff date o1'thelile lrom which
the test sample was drawn, each heading
identilied as incorrect or obsolete wa.r
checked in LOCI (the bibliographic lile in
the LOCIS database) to determine
whether it had been corrected or updated.
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TABLE 8
Suuulny oF OBSoLETE
HenprNcs
Total #

Frequencv

of
Sample
Headinqs

MARC
600

MARC
610

MARC
611

MARC
630

MARC
650

MARC
651

Total # Obsolete
of
Headinss
Obsolete UpdatedHeadines
1995

> 259
rl
25811r
sr-257
2I2
30
3
29
28

lo

zt

10
I
IO

26
'z;)
o/

23
22
2I
20
I9
18
T7
16
ID

t4
l3
12
II
I0
I
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
Total

I

10
20
22
20
28
lz

22

I

26

z

27
28
36

I

DJ

I

63
66
96
t24
138
r75
25S
352
542
982
2,588
5,970

I
I

I
I

J

2
2
IO

I

l
4

I
J

T4

t3

23

I8

2
2

I
l6
63

ttt

2
2
J

2
2
8
4
5
t4

^

u

I

32

34
r24

6l

218

2
I
I
2
6
6
I8
45
87
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TABLE 9
RATIo oF OgsoI,ere
# of
Sample

>25
2I-25
16-20
tI-15
t0
I
8
7
o

5
4
3
2

Total
Sample
Headings-

27r
82
r15
246
96
r24
138
175
259
JJZ
J42

982
2.588

27r
353
468
7t4
810
934
r,072
L,247
1,506
1,858
2,400
3,382
5.970

Total
Samole
Headings-

L32
L.72
225
3.49
3 96
4.56
5 24
6 09
7.36
9.08
IL72
16.52
29.t6

It was {bund that 106 of the 294 invalid
headingshad been corrected or updated, 19
from the incorrect list and 87 {rom the obsolete list. Figures on corrections alongwith
$pe-ol'-heading and frequency of use in{brmation are given in tables 4-6 and 8.

SurvrveRyoF RESULTS
The results of this research can be summarized as lbllows:
1. Distribution of subject headings assigned to bibliographic records by
fiequency of use: {requency of use
and number of headings at a given
rate ol use were in inverse relationship; the higher the frerluency ofuse,
the smaller the number of headinss
in the set, and vice versa.
2. Relationship between number ol'
headings and total use: a small number
of headings accounted fbr a majorityof
total use. A large proportion ofheadings show low lrequency of use.
3. Distribution by type of subject headings assigned to bibliographic records'
approximately
two-thirds
(66.697o)of headings assignedto bibliographic records were topical headings. The remaining one-third consists oI'name headings and unilbrm
titles.

HEADTNGS

# of
Obsolete

Total
Obsolete
Headings-

I

I

I

z

D

7
l0
12
L4
22
26
31

3
z
z
I
4
D

I4
IJ

34
t24

+J

60
94
2t8

Total
Obsolete
Headings-

0.37
0.57
150
l.40
I48
r.50
205
2 09
2.06
2.42
2.50
278
365

Currency

99.63
99.43
9850
98.60
98.52
98.50
97.95
97.91
97.94
97.58
97.50
97.22
9635

4. Error rate: in the sample, headings
with a liequency of ll or above
showed no errors. Headings with a
{requency of 2 or higher had a total
error rate of l.27Vo.
5. Obsolescence rate: in the sample,
headings with a frequency of 2I or
above had an obsolescence rate of
0.57Vo. Headings with a frequency of
2 or hieher showed a total obsolestit" of3.657o.
6. ""tt""
Relationship between liequencyof use
and error rate: the cumulative error
rate was in inverse relationship to {requency ofuse; the lower the frequency
ofuse, the higher the error rate.
7. Relationship between {requency of
use and obsolescencerate: the cumulative obsolescence rate was in inverse relationship to lrequency of
use; the lower the frequency of use,
the higher the obsolescencerate.
CoNcLUsroN
Based on the findings, we conclude that it
would be feasible to generate a subject
validation file automatically with a relatively low error and obsolescence rate,
which could be used to validate a malority
ol subject headings assigned to bihliographic records Our results led us to draw
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TABLE IO
Suvunny
Headincs

Sample
Headings
Cum Ct
Frerluenc),

> 25
2t-25
16-20
1l-15
r0
I
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
I

Total
Total
Total
Total
Incorrect Obsolete Invalid
Total
Combined
Sample Headings Headings Headings Invalid
Ratio of
Headings Cum
Cun
Crrm
Headings
Valid
Cum. 7o
Ct.
Ct.
Ct.
Cum. 7o Headinss

27t
r32
353
r72
468
229
7).4
3.49
810
3 96
934
456
r,072
5 24
r,247
6.09
1,506
7.36
1,858
9.08
2,400
rr.72
3,382
L6.52
5,970 29.16
20,473 100.00

1

z
4

^
1
II

18
It

1
2
7
l0
12
14
22
26
31
45
60
94
218

several conclusions regarding the attributes ofvalidation {iles ofvarious levels of
exhaustivity. In considering these conclusions, however, it should be noted that the
error and obsolescence rates that were
uncovered were ba^sedon subiect headings extractedfrom bibliographic records.
Filters such as the OCLC error detection
and correction program could reduce the
number of errors and obsolete elements
in the validation file, thus raising validity
ratio-s above those predicted by the study
results. Another I'actor worthy of notice is
that the lile tested was static lbr the duration oI'the study, and that during the two
and a half years of the study about a third
of the invalid headings had been corrected in the LC MARC database.
Based on the data, subiect validation
{iles of various sizes rellecting difl'erent
validity rates might be geneiated. For
example:
o 99 43Vooaliclity: such a file would total
approximately 35,000 headingswith liequencyof u-seof 2l or highea andwould
account fbr over one-third oftotal use in
the LC MARC database. Its obsolescence rate would be 0.57Vo. bfi it
would have no incorrect headings.

I
2
7
10
13
16
26
30
36
52
71
lI2
294

0.37
0.57
r 50
I.40
1.60
| 7t
2.43
2 41
2.39
2.80
2.96
3.31
4.92

99.63
99.43
98 50
98 60
98 40
98.29
97.57
97 59
97.61
97.20
97.04
96.69
95.08

Total
Postings
Cum. Ct.

Total
Postings
Cum. %

20,896 34.59
22,750 37.66
24,808 41 06
27,903 46 IC
28,863 47 77
49.62
29.979
31,083
51.45
53 48
32,308
33.862 56.05
35,622 58.96
37,790 62 55
40,736 67.43
45,9t2
75.99
60.415 100.00

9B.29Voaalidifu: such a file would total approximaiely 93,000 headings
that had been used 9 or more times,
and would account for almost half of
total use. Its error rate would be 0.27o
and its obsolescencerate l.\Vo.
96.5Vooaliditq: such a file would contain all headingsused 3 or more times
and would
total
approximately
340,000 headings.Its error rate would
be about O.SVoand its obsolescence
rate less than SVo.This lile would account lbr approximately two-thirds of
total use.
95.1Voaaliditu' such a file would include headinfs used twice or more,
and would total almost 600,000 headings. Its error rate wodd be l.27%o
an-d its obsolescence rate 3.65Vo. It
would account lbr approximately
three-quarters of total usage.
ca 977o oalidity: if all unique subject
headings extracted from the bibliographic records in the MARC database were added, invalidity would increase considerably, to approximately
97o-almost certainly too high a rate
to be acceptable. Note that this validity estimate is less reliable than those
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fbr frequency sets 2 and highea because it is based on a sample of about
a quarter of the sample headings in
the frequency-l set.
ADVANTAGES
AND DRAwBAcKS
If a subiect validation file were automatically generated along the line.svisualized
here, at whatever validity rate policy dictates, itwould have many advantageiot er
"subiect
currently available sources fbr
authority control.
I. The'{ile would contain complete subject heading strings; thus, the strings
would include liee-floating subdiviwell as geographic subdivi:;;il. "t
2. The lile would contain all q,pe.s of
headings, including name headings.
3. There would be no additional cost lbr
the creation ol subject heading
strings in the file, becausetheywould
be by-products of subject cataloging.
4. Quality would be high. Each heading
would have been coistructed or veril
Iied repeatedly during the cataloging
process by human ef{brt, so inaccuracy would be minimized.
5. Mfiimal intellectual effbrt would be
required lbr maintenance. Both the
generation and maintenance of the
subject validation file could be per{brmed by the computer. Because
maintenance of subject heading strings
is constantly perlbrmed in the bibliofraphtc database,the regularly regenerated subiect validation {ile would be a
dSmamicl\le, reflecting the corrections
and updates being done continuously
in LCi btbliograpLicdatabase.
There are several &awbacks to this approach. The lile would not be exhaustive

likely contain obsolete elements.
POSSIBLE
IMPLEMENTATIONS
A subject validation file might be generated and displayed as a machine-readable
Iile, a CD-ROM, or in print fbrmat--or
in some combination. The machine-readable lile could be u.sedin coniunction with
the elet'tronic version <tl'LCSH lbr automatic validation or as a tool of. consultation in authority control and in original
or copy cataloging. A subject validation
Iile, with complete strings but without
cross ref'erencesand notes. in CD-ROM
or print format could vary in scope: it
could contain all subject strings above a
certain liequency oI'use or it could be a
selected{ile, e.g.,a lile of the 50,000 mo.st
frequently used subject heading strings.
Such a lile would be virtually error liee
and would have lew obsoleie headings.
Becauseit would represent the most frequently written-about subjects, a selected
{ile coulcl be particularly usel'ul to public
and small coliege libraries, or to inderlibrari6s.
sraduate
Other possible by-products might be
discipline-based .sub.iect validation file.s.
Such ffles could be extracted according to
the class numbers (based on Detoeq Daecimal Classification or LC Classificuilon
numbers) that are a-ssociatedwith
the subject heading strings appearing in the bibliographic records. These products coultl
be very use{ul not only to subject catalogers in specialized{ields but as aids in online retrieval in specific subject area-s.
PoTENTTALUsss or A SUBTECT
Velroerroru Flln
As a supplement and complement to

have additional uses.
In the areaofcataloging, a subjectvalidation lile would be uselLlboth in original
and copy cataloging.
Original catalnging. Because over
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85Vo oI the subiect headings assigned to
cataloging records do not appear in
LCSH, the subject validation lile would
be a better source ofready-made heading
strings. In original cataloging, subiect
strings in the validation file could be used
as they appear, when appropriate, thus
minimizing ellbrts required in sprthesizing subject heading strings. Furthermore,
these complete strings might be used:
. as models fbr constructing new strings
. as means {br validating and veri{ying
headings and heading strings to ensure consistency
. as means of providingpatterns lbr synthesizing subject heading strings involving {ree-{loating subdivisions and
geographic subdivisions
Copr4 cataloging. ln copy cataloging,
the heading strings in the subject validation file could be used to verify or update
the hea&ngs {bund in cataloging copy.
In the area of databasemanagement, a
subject validation {ile would 6e use{ul
both for retrospective conversion and lbr
current maintenance.
Retrospecthse conaersion. The lile
could be used as a means of verifying,
correcting, and updating subiect headings
and strings in bibliographic records.
Current mnintenance. The file could
be used lbr individual bibliographic record maintenance, as an aid in error detection and correction. It could also be
used fbr collective maintenance:
. as an aid {br adjusting local headings
to additions and chanqesmade by LC
. as an aid in maintaining currency of
in existing bibliographic rel;:fr'"*'
A subiect validation {ile could be
equally uselul in machine and manual
validation. For libraries and agencies that
have the capability of machine validation
(cL Ludy I985), complete subject heading
strings f'acilitate the matching of headings
in bibliographic records with those in the
validation {ile, thus reducing drastically
the number of headingsrequiring manual
validation. For librariis and agen--cies
that
must rely on manual validatlon, the lile
could serve either as a source for or model
oI'valid headings.
In the area of authority file manage-

ment and maintenance, a subiect validation file would be useful at LC as a means
fbr {'acilitafing the creation and revision of
headings an.I ctosr references. In local
maintenance, the file could serve:
. as a means of achieving consistency
and compatibility within the local database
. as an aid in achieving consistency and
compatibility, if so desired, between
locally created headings and LC subject headings
. as a means for recording and documenting conscious choices to dif{'er
lrom LC practice
Finally, this file might be used as an
auxiliary tool lbr cataloging. If it were decided to establish a regularly generated
subiect validation file at approximately,
say, a 957o validity rate, this file could
serve as a guide to help catalogers avoid
the SVoinvalid headings such a file would
be expected to contain. Probability charts,
perhaps different ones {br errors and obiolesc^ence.could indicate the Iikelihood
of error given the type of heading and the
frequency of use. The figures from this
study, for instance, show that uniform titles are particularly suspect, and that corporate and geographic name headings
make a worse showing than personal
name headings, while topical headings
have a lower invalidity rate than other
heading types. The figures also show that,
overall, obsolete headings are almost three
times ascommon asheadingsthat are incorrect on some other count. Some catalog
agencies, of course, might decide to accept
a qiven error rate in the interests of efliciJncy. But {br those that do not, probability-of-error charts could indicate to catalogers in which circumstances ad&donal
validation work would be beneficial.
A RECOMMENDATIoN
Members of the prof'ession have devoted
countless hours over the last several years
to considerations of how to achieve costef{'ective improvement in subject authority control. The recommendations of the
Subiect Authority File Task Group ol'the
Cooperative Cataloging Council (Cooperative 1994) include the long-term strategr of
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Chan, Lois Mai, and Diane Vizine-Goetz.
1997 Errors and obsolete elements in assigned Library of Congress Subject Headings: Implications {br subject cataloging
and subject authority control. Library resources Cztechnical seroi.ces 4l: 295-322.
Cooperative Cataloging Council. Subject
Authority File Task Group. 1994 Final
Report.
Library of Congress 1910/1914-. Li.branl of
Congress subject headings. Washington,
D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress.
Library of Congress. 1984-. Subject cataloging mamtal: Subject headings. Washington, D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress
Library of Congress. 1989-. Fra e-Jloating subdioi.si.ons: An alphabetical ind.er, Washington, D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Service. Library of Congress.
Library of Congress. 1991 Reaised Library of
Congress subject headings: Cross-referencesfrornformzr to atrrent subject headings, compiled from the online subject
authorifu fiIe of the Library of Congress,
lst ed. Washington, D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress.
Ludy, Lorene E. 1985. OSU libraries'use of
Library of Congress subject authorities
file. Information technologl d: libraries
4:155-60.
Recommendations {iom the Subject Sub&v!
sions Conl'erence 1992. ln The future of
Wonxs Crrno
sttbdioisions in the Libranl of Congress
Sriltject Headings System: Repori frorn the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rzlas. 1988.
Subject Subd.ioisions Conference sponPrepared under the direction of the foint
sored by the Library of Congress, May
Steering Committee Ibr Revision of
9-12, 1991, ed. Martha O'Hara Conway, 7.
AACR.; committeeof the AmericanLiWashington, D.C.: Library of Congress
brarv Association.the AustralianCommitCataloging Distribution Service.
tee on Cataloguing,the British Library the
CanadianCommitteeon Cataloguing,
the USMARC forrutt for au.thority dnta, includi'ng
Librarv
Association,the Library of Conguidzlines for content desi.gnation. 1987.
'2d
gr"r.,
ed , 1988revision Edi Michael
Prepared by Network Development and
Gorman and Paul W Winkler. Chicago:
MARC Standards O{fice. Washington,
American Library Association.
D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress.
Chan,Lois Mai. 1991.Functionsof a subject
\ISMARC forrurt for blbll.ographlc data, inauthority fJJe.ln Subjectauthoritiesi.nthe
chrding guidelines for content designation.
onli.neenoironment:Papersfrom a conferenceprogrun held in SanFrancisco,lune
1988. Prepared by Network Development
29, 1987,ed. Karen MarkeyDrabenstott,
and MARC Standards Ollice. Washington,
D C.: Cataloging Distribution Service, Li9-30. Chicago:American Library Association.
brary of Congress.

developing automatic validation mechanisms through the creation of sublect
heading recnrds and sub&vision records
with appropriate coding to assist in the
validation of correct s;nthesis of heading
strings. Such a tool, when {ully developed,
would be an ideal solution. Its implementation would require much efltrrt and
time. As an alternative or a short-term
stratery {br e{licient and cost-e{Iectivesubject authority control, the subject validation file proposed here might prove to be
viable.
Attention has centered on improving
and extending the coverage of existing
authority {iles, but projected costs have
been a deterrent to action. Our results
show that a major improvement can be
achieved, at reasonable cost, by reducing
the amount of manual review in subject
authority control and minimizing the effbrt involved in symthesizing heading
strings in original cataloging and in veri{ying existing headings in copy cataloging.
Leading groups in the pro{'ession should
seriously consider whether an instrument
designed along the lines suggested should
be implemented and, if so, at what level
of fiequency and accuracy.
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Redundoncyond Uniqueness
of SubiectAccessPoinlsin
OnlineCotologs
HongXu ond F.W. Loncosler

r1

\-rard catalogs,as implemented in the
majority of libraries, provided very limited subject access possibilities. In the
United States, they provided subject accessonly by meansof a very small number
of subject headings. In f'act, based on a
sample of more than 50,000 monographic
records from the OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc., Online Union
Catalog (OLUC), O'Neill and Aluri
(1981) reported that, on the average,
there were only 1.41 subject heading/subheading combinationsper record ani only
1.32 unique subject headings per record.
It is generally assumed that online
catalogs have greatly improved subject
searching capabilities. Even without adding to the conventionalrecord (e.g.,terms
liom contents pagesor other sources),the
number of subject accesspoints (SAPs)
was increased merely by making other
fields searchable.(fnihiipaper, tf,e term

"subject access point" re{'ers to any element in a bibliographic record that is
indicative ofthe subject ofthe item represented: a subject heading, classi{ication number, or words appearing in titles, subject headings, or elsewhere.)
Obviously, the title field and the classification number {ield both include elements that might be use{'ul in subject
searches.For some items, however, it is
possible that title and classilication
number add no SAPs that are not already provided by the subject heading.
To take an extreme hypothetical example, if a book entitled Birds has a single
subject heading BIRDS and the Dewey
classnumber 598. the title and classification number lields give no SAPs not already provided by the subject heading.
In an earlier studv. Lancaster et al
(I99I) suggested that title and class
numbers seem {iequently to duplicate

HoNc Xu (hgxu@sispitt.edu) is Assistant Professor, Department of Library and Information
Science, Unive_rsityof Pittsburgh. F. W. LaNcesrnn (gslis@alexia.Iis.uiuc.edu)is Prolessor
Emeritus, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, Universiw of Illinois at Urbana-champaign. Manuscript received June 3, 1997; accepted Ibr publicatiJn August r8, 1997.
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the subject headings assigned to a book
rather than provide further accesspoints.
This was the motivation {br the present
investigation.
The studywas perlbrmed to determine
to what extent titles and classification
numbers provide SAPs not already provided by subject headings in a tlpical catalog record. The principal hypotheses
guiding the study were:
1. In typical catalog records, the SAPs
provided by classification number
(CN), title (TI), and subject heading
(SH)tend to overlap (duplicate) each
other considerably.
2. In typical catalog records, the CN,
TI, and SH fields are significantly
different with respect to the number
otunique SAPs they provide. Unique
is delined here as occurring in one
field but not the other two.

of records (i.e., 44) needed. After discardinq records outside the parameters set lbr
thE study (e.g., books published betbre
1990, books without subject headings,
books in languages other than English),
the {inal sample consisted of205 records:
58 in DDC class300,46 in class500,46 in
class 600, and 55 in class 700. Books in
non-English languages were omitted to
simplify the analysis. The date restriction
(1900-'94 publication date) was imposed

the title field (MARC 245), other title
inlbrmation was also considered. In the

Mnrltoo
The study was perfbrmed on a sample of
records drawn lrom the OLUC in Deuett
Decimnl Classification (DDC) classes30b
(Social Sciences), 500 (Natural Sciences/Mathematics), 600 (Technolory),
and 700 (the Arts). A 3x4 level f'actorial
design was selected to determine the level
of duplication among the SAPs in dilferent subject areas. This is appropriate because ofthe involvement ofthree subiect
fields (title, subject heading, class number) and fbur subject areas (classes300,
500, 600, and 700). Based on Cohen
(1988) and Stevens(1990), for a 3x4 analysis o{ variance (ANOVA) involving repeated measures,the sample size can be
quite small: 44 records in each of the four
main cells. or a total of 176 records.
As ofAugust 10, 1994,the OLUC contained more than 734,000 records that
satis{ied the requirements for the str-rdy
(i.e., ref'erred to monographs in the lbur
Dewey cla^sses
selected). To allow for the
I'act that some records drawn at random
might not be suitable fbr use in the study,
a somewhat expanded strati{ied sample
(i.e., proportional to the number of records in each class) was drawn to ensure
that each of the {bur classes was reoresentedwith at leastthe minimum number

sification field (MARC 082) was more
complicated because class numbers had
to be translated into words (e.g., 327.73
translates into "{breign relations" and
"United States")by ue of DDC captions,
notes, and auxiliary tables.
Unlike some earlier authors (e.g.,
Markey and Calhoun 1987; Frost 1989),
we dealt with comparisons at the "idea"
level rather than the word level. For example, "{breign policy," "{breign a{Iairs,"
and "intemational relations," when associated with "United States," are so closely
interrelated that it would be virtually impossible to distinguish them. For all praciical purposes,then, we considered them
to be s;rnonymous.
Dealing with SAPs at the idea level
clearly involves some subjectivity. Because, for practical reasons, all decisions
on equivalency were to be made by Xu, it
was necessary to determine whether or
not her decisions were likely to be supported by the majority of others. A validation procedure was used fbr this puryose.
The validation was basedon 30 sample
records {br which Xu had already made
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TABLE 1
R U I T s U s T o F o R D E T E R M I N I N G E Q U I V A L E N C Y A M o N G S U B J E C T A C C E S SP O I N T S
l.

Ignore w-or& thal r-eflectmethod ofpresentation rather than subiect content (e.g.,'report,
"approach," "workshop").
In proc,eedings of conl'erences, or other meetings, consider only words indicative of subject
covered. Iqnore words indicative ol'conl'erence'location or freluencv
A specific subject idea (species)includes the idea immediately more qeneral (genus).
Example: a title inclu-desthe word "educalion" but the su6iect heldinq spelifies
"primary- education." In this case,both title and subiect headine cover th.-eaeducation"
iilea, but the subject hea&ng introduces the additionil idea of "irimary" (i.e., a particular
age group).

decisions on equivalencyand uniquenessof
SAPs {br the three fields. Thirty masters
students liom the Graduate School of Library and In{brrnation Science, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign, participated voluntarily in the validation. The 30
sample recorrls and the 30 students were
randomly grouped into six units such that
each student examined five records and
each record was examined by five students.
For each item, a studenl was qiven (a)
the contents of the three tieldias thev
appeared in the OCLC record, (b) Xu's
decisionson equivalencyor uniquenessof
accesspoints within these lields, and (c) a
set of rules {bllowed byXu in determining
equivalency (see table 1). Students were
to indicate whether or not they agreed
with the decisions and to explain reasons
lor any disagreement.
For each group oflive records,then, it
was possible to d-etermineto what extent

with the other six (agreement means that
the student agreed that the SAP was not
equivalent to any ofthe other SAPs in the
record in which it appeared). It was not to
be expected that all students would agree
with all of Xu's decisions. However, about
787o of her decisions were supported at
the l\OVo level (all live students) and an
additional lSVo at the 80Volevel (four out
of five students). This level of agreement
was considered to be sufliciently supportive to allow Xu to proceed with the other
decisions without lurther validation or
corroboration of this type, especially because many of the disagreements that did
occur stemmed from a misinterpretation
of the rules establishedby Xu (e.g.,a general idea was not consideied uni{ue w:hen
it is included, explicitly or implicitly, in a
more specilic
idea: "architecture" is in^in
"domestic architecture," "cyacluded
nides" is included in "sodium cvanide';).
In f'act,Xut decisions,while ultimately
subjective,were alwayssupported by tht
use ofappropriate re{'erencetools (encyclopedias, dictionaries, thesauri, glossaries)o5
ifnecessary by consulting others on campus
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TABLE 2
RECoRDS
Onrertlep rRov ONeoF THESAMPLE
oF RESULTS
Ex,rrrapl-s
E{Iicient masonry housebuilding
Masonry-Great Britain
House construction-Great

Britain

693, construction in specific types of
materials and lbr speci{ic purposes
Masonry
Houses
Construction
Great Britain

Subjectideasreresented in title:

masonry houses, construction (= building)

tdeasreFrese.
Puhtqct
lleadjngs:

all lbur

Suhiect ideas tepres

construction (only)

were assignedto the 205 items, the avermore f'amiliar with the subject matter.
It should be noted that equivalence aqe per record being 4.12. Ofthese,2l0
among SAPswas determined by the context
O,q.*aca were duplicated in all three
of the terms within the bibliographic record fields. At the other end of the spectrum,
(e
(e.9.,
itsel{. not the context (e.s..
classi{ication 4I4 (49.05Vo)of the total headings apclassurcauon
itself,
ltseli,
schedules) lrom which t[e terms were peared in only one lield: 209 (24.767o)
drawn. Thus, U.S. + {breign relations, U.S. ippeared only in the subject heading
Iield; 118 (L3.98vo)appeared only in the
+ international relations, and U.S. + foreign
policy were considered so close conceptu- title {ield; and 87 (10.317o)appearedonly
ally tlrat we I'elt unable to distinguish clearly in the classnumber field.
As {igure I shows, the subject heading
among them. Put di{I'erently, it was felt that
(SH) {ieYdalone contributed634 (75.12Ed
a book dealing with U.S. fbreign policy
of the SAPs,while the dtle (TI) Iield alone
mu-st,in some sense,deal with its intemational ({breign) relations and vice versa,de- contributed 458 (54.27Vo),and the classifispite the {ict that these terms might be cation number (CN) 406 (48.IOEI).
Another way of looklng at these data is
treated somewhat di{I'erently in the classilication schedules, the list of subiect head- in terms of the proportion of unique SAPs
contributed by each {ield. As mentioned,
ings, or both.
the total number of SAPs unique to a
single fieldwas 474 (209+118+87) and, of
REsulTs
the--se. the SH field contributed 209
The types of results obtained in the study (50.48Vo),the TI field rI8 (28.50%), and
the CN {ield 87 (21.027o).
are illustrated in the example given in table
As fiqure I indicates, the greatest over2. In this example, fbur &fferent SAPshave
been identi{ied. Ofthese, the subject head- lan occ"urred between the-SH and TI
Ii;lds, with slightly Iess between the SH
ine field includes all {bur, the title field
and CN {ields. The least overlap occurred
thiee, and the classnumber lield only one.
between the TI and CN fields largely beThe major results of the study, at the
cause titles tended to provide much
macro level, are shown as aVenn diagram
in {igure I. Because the comparison greater specilicity.
Table 3 Dresentsthe results of a oneacrosssublect areasis not the main focus
way ANOVI {br overlapping SAPs beo{ this paper, these results are not presented here. Altogether, 844 unique SAPs tween two fields. Because the average
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Subl€cl h€.dlngE
Total toms: 6114

Clasa nmbeF
Total tom:
406

Total term3: 458
total nunber ol unlqu€ acces

polnts = E4a

Figure l. Overlap ofSubject Points in Three Subject Fields

number of overlapping SAPs between

ANOVA fbrthe unique SAPsprovidedby
the three fields: the three lields provided
a significantly di{I'erent number of SAPs
(F=24.29, p<0.000f ) so the null hypothesis-that there are no signi{icant di{I'erences among the three tiJlds ln the numoverlapping SAPs among each pair of
ber of unique SAPs they provide-is
lields-is reiected.
reiected. In other words, we can conHlpotheiis 2-that the three tields are clude that the three {ields are signifislgrificantly difTerent with respect to the
cantly ditl'erent with respect to the numnumber of unique SAPs they contributeber of unique (nonoverlapping) SAPs
was tested by comparing the unique SAPs they contribute.
existing in the three fields, taking all three
The pairwise comparisons (table 5) intogether and looking at eachpair separately. dicate that each lield is significantly di{Table 4 shows the results of a one-wav ferent {rom each ofthe other two fields in

TABLE 3
ONT-wnyANOVA FoROVERLAPPING
SAPS
BETWEEN TWO FTNIIS
Soulces

c
Error

Degrees of Freedom

Sum ol squares

Mean ofSquares

2

29.08

1454

402

152.60

038

F-value
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TABLE 4
AccESSPOINTS
ONr-WevANovAFoRUNIQUESUBIECT
FrsLos
PnovlonoBYTHREESUBIECT
Desrees ofFreedom

Sum ofsquares

Mean ofSquares

Field

2

4213

2L.07

Error

402

348 67

0.87

F:1vqllre

24.29'

Notes:' p 00001

the number ofunique SAPs provided.

Drovement in precision might be greater
in"recall.
than the potenlial improveilent

CoNCLUSToNS
Remarkably f'ew unique SAPs exist in a
R?ical online public access catalog remoie than four (actuaily2.12
.Gd-tittt"
in our sample). In this study, it has been
shown that online catalogs offer less improvement over card catalogs in the number of unique SAPs provided than many
librarians might have expected, at least fbr
the fbur subject areas covered. If the
number ofunique SAPsper record can be
considered a measure of "retrievability,"
titles add only modestly to subject headings alone, and classi{ication numbers
contribute very f'ew access points not
provided by the other fields. In subject
^u"""rr,
then, the main advantage of the
online catalog over the card catalog
might lie more in allowing greater discrimination in searching (terms from
difl'erent {ields can be combined; titles
ofl'er greater specilicity; searches can
sometimes be restricted by date, language, or other criteria) than in providing
a more complete (exhaustive) representation of the sublect matter of each
book. Put di{I'erently, the potential im-
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TABLE 5
PernwrsnCoupenlsottsFoRUNIQUESAPsIN THnss Ftnrus
Siqni{icance Level

CN_TI

p< 005

CN-SH

p<0 0001

TI_SH

p<0.0001
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Book Reviews
MorgorefRohdy,Editor
Outsourcing Library Technical Seroices Operations: Practices in Acad,emic, Public, and Special Libraries. Editors: Karen A. Wilson and
Marylou Colver. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1997. 239p. $38

(rsBN0-8389-0703-2).

This fine book fills a major gap in current libraryliterature. Most of the existing
books on technical seryices outsourcing
take the lbrm of manuals or checklists.
These books, very uselul fbr their task.
cliscussthe "how"'rather than the "whv";
it is beyond their scope to analyze the
impact of'outsourcing in the library or on
the prof'ession.While the authors of a
bewildering array of loumal articles have
discussedthe reasonsand impact of'technical services outsourcing fiom every angle and on every tone oT the emotional
scale, no other book has attempted to
summarize and augment this research.
This book, then, would represent a use{ul
contribution to library litelature even ifit
were not particularly well written. Since it
is, in f'act, a well-written and superbly
edited piece, its contribution to theliterature is considerable.
The bulk o{ the literature on technical
services outsourcing I'alls into three categories. Many authors address the philosophy ol'outsourcing, raising issuei about
current practice
and the good or bad
-that
changes
outsourclng cin bring. In
these articles, authors are often passionate and personal in tone, askingquestions
but provi&ng f'ew answers. O"ther items
ar-e reports of outsourcing projects in
which the authors have parti-cipated.
These reports have had an enormous inlluence on the profession because thev
gfound the outsourcing debate in reality.
However, the reader may {ind it diffrcult

to piece together a balanced picture of
outsourcing {iom these studies alone because the most controversial outsourcing
projects are most commonly presented in
the literature, and very routine or small
projects rarely appear. In the third category of items, authors give advice to potential outsourcers.Some ofthese are excellent, but they are limited in scope and
are most useful to the librarian who is
already involved in the outsourcing process.Thus, putting together a broad, oblective, practical view of technical services
outsourcing has been nearly impossible
without reading the majority of the available literature and weighing each item on
its objectivity and applicability to the
global view. While the literature is rewarding to read, the process is an exhausting one, and many librarians have been
unable to invest the time.
In this situation, Outsourcing Technical SeroicesOperutions proides welcome
relief. It presents16 casestudies.ofwhich
1l come^fiom academic libraries, 3 {iom
public libraries, and 2 from special libraries. The outsourcing options presented in
the studies range acrosstechnical services
functions {iom authority work, database
maintenance, and original and copy cataloging to book selection, document delivery and table of contents services. Outsourcing arrangements vary f'rom total
outsourcing of cataloging all the way to
the two chapters on "insourcing," or the
process of awarding work to onet own
employees. In several studies, authors discuss outsourcing specializedtasks, such as
cataloging audiovisual material, electronic journals, or government documents. Many di{ferent reasons to outsource appear in the book, from time or
sta{ling constraints to budget issues or
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lack of expertise. Some outsourcing proiects occur in an austere climate of reirenchment; others are a luxury an op-

one book provides a nicely balancedview
of the current situation of outsourcing.
This book is a welcome alternative to
wholesale &gestion ol' the liagmented
outsourcing literature, but it does not exist in a vacium. On the contrary, it off'ers
the reader a convenient tool for further
research.A 26-page "selected Annotated
Bibliography" by Marylou Colver fbllows
the case stu&es. In this bibliography, the
outsourcing literature is divided into eight
major catefories, including three categories devoted to case study literature. The
case study literature is divided f'urthea
on well-publicized outgrouping
"rti"l"r by the name ol'the Iiiourcine rrroiects
brary oi institution. This bibliography is
uo-to-date: 10 of the 15 entries on outsourcing at the Hawaii State Public Librarv Svstem are 1997 citations. The
annotations, which are generous paragraphs, greatly enhance the value ofthe
biblioqraphy.
In'adiiiion to the bibliography, the
book has several useful features. Each
case study begins with an abstract so
that readers can locate those most pertinent to their interests. Subheadinss

its own authors, the whole book reads
very evenly. The writing is consistent
and maintains objectivity throughout, a
tribute to the thorough and painstaking
editors. This book, in short, meets the
needs of both the researcher who will
thumb through quickly for some ready
data and the one who will read it cover
to cover. It is a {ine work, and one that
deserves serious attention fiom every
librarian interested in outsourcing isstes.-Clare
B Dunkle, Monographs
Cataloger, Coates Library, Tri,nity Uni-

Dersitrt, San Antonio, Texas (cdunkle@
trinity edu)
From Print to Electronic: The Transforrnation of Scientific Communication. Susan Y. Craw{brd, Julie M.
Hurd. and Ann C. Weller. Medfbrd,
N.T.:Published for the American Society fbr Information Science by Inlbrmation Today, 1996. 117p. $39.50

(rsBN1-57387-o3o-7).
The stated purpose of this monograph
is "to nrovide an overview and examine ."
against existing models" (p. 3) the changes
in scienti{ic communication brought
about by the growth of science since
World War II and the rapid development
of new technologies for inlbrmation management and exchange.The book mnsists
ol'a lbreword by Belver Grillith, two introductory chapters on the growth ofscience
and on models of scientilic communication,
three casestu&es, and a concluding discussion of future directions.
Chapter 1, "Scientific Communication
and the Grovth ofBig Science" by Susan
Y. Craw{brd, is a clear, concise history of
the rise of research in science and tech-

tween modemization and trans{brmation
of the communications process.
"Modernization is defined asthe use of
new technology to continue doing the
same thing, but presumably in a more
cost-ef{'ective and/or elficient way. Transfbrmation is the use of a new technology
to change processes in a lundamental
way" (p. 14). Hurd examinesthe steps in
the Garvev/Griliith model inlbrmal communication, meetings and conl'erences,
and peer review and publication, noting
ho*^each has changeid since the 1960i
when the model was first proposed. Hurd
then proposeslbur new models ofscientific communication: "A Modernized
Gaweylcriflith Model," "The No-Journal
-The
Modei," "the Unvetted Model," and
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Collaboratory Model."
In the first proposed model, computerassisted communication modemizes the
process by making it faster-sharing findings through e-mail, publishing in electronicjournals, and indexing and abstracting materials online. The No-fournal
Model replaces the journal asthe primary
meansof disseminatingresearchlindings,
reling insteadon "the:article'or researih
report as the unit ofdistribution" (p.2+).
The Unvetted Model goes a step further
by removing the concept of peer review
{rom the communications process. Finally, the Collaboratory Model off'ers the
posiibility of physically distant groups of
scientists working collaboratively through
computer-assisted technologies, sharing
data and research {indings in common databases.This model is t[e most transfbrmative of the {bur nresented and is the
model used in the tfiree casestudies presented later in the text.
The case studies, "The Human
Genome Project," "High Energy Physics," and "Astronomy, Astrophysics, and
Space Physics," exemplily the issues addressed earlier in the tert and orovide
substantive support oI'the authois' new
model of scientific communication. The
studies are clearly presented and accessible-even
fbr nonex"ngagitrg-reading
perts in scientific
communication. Chapter 6, "The Changing Scientilic and
Technical Commu-nic.itions Svstem."
summarizes the work presented'in the
preceding chapters. Tlie authors cite a
number ol'instances in which technology
has already influenced, modernized, or
partially translirrmed the communications process. They review the current
state o['electronic publishing and rightly
predict even greater transfbrmations to
come. Finally, they touch on economic
issues, infbrmation needs and use, and
possible future roles of libraries.
Though the ideas presented \n From
Print to Electronic will be familiar to anv
Iibrarian who lbllows current library liierature, the book is a compact, admirably
readable presentation of these ideas. Librarians who confront the bewildering issuesol'production, dissemination,and-organization of digital materials in all their
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variety would be well served by a better
understan&ng of scienti{ic communication and o{ scholarly communication in
general. This book meets this need.Edward Gaynor, Associate Director of
Special Collections, Alderman Library,
Uniaersity of Yirginia, Charlottesoille
(gay n or@oi r gini a.edu )
Planning anil Implementing Technic al
Seroices Workstations.
Editor:
Michael Kaplan. Chicagcr: American
Library Association, 1997. 237p

(rsBN0-8389-0698-2).
In the 1990s, the bottom-line approach of the business community is Iinding its way into the libraryworld in general
and into the technical services area in
particular. The technical servicesworkstation (TSW) is a catchword ol the eflbrt to
increase productivity with limited personnel and resources. Michael Kaplan has
been at the lbre{iont of TSW development, establishing technical services
workstations at the Haward University Library and guiding national committees in
the development of TSW standards and
procedures. This book is a compilation,
history and guidebook on the technical
services workstation and its gradual acceptance as a solution to the lxoblems of
doing more with less in technical services.
The introduction begins with productivity
statistics related to the implementation of
TSWs at a number of academic institutions. The definition of a TSW {bllows,
includine the statement that "it is ... the
choice o-f the sof'tware components and
the ability to network that will determine
whether the computer makes the evolutionary leap and becomes a true technical
servic;s workstation" (p. xvii).
The book is divided into five parts:
Background and Planning; Online Documentation and Online Tools: Productivitv
Enhancers: Macros and Programmatit
Approaches; Ergonomic and Training lssues {br the Desktop Environment; and
the Symbiotic Future: Technical Services
Workstations, the Internet, and the World
Wide Web.
In Part I, chapter l, "Hardware and
Network Considerations," a short history
oI'the technical services workstation is
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scriptions of specilic workstation proceduris that ."rr]lt"d in increased pioductivity and decreased duplication of ef{brt.
ln Part lV. two issuesthat are often not
discussed in great detail, but are of immense importance in the day-to-day technical serviies activity are dealt with: ergonomic clesign and training. Bruce
Trumble of Ifarvard College Library discusses the importance of establishing a
workplace ergonomics program and provides an excellent bibliography o{' resources lbr lurther reading. Julia C.
Blixrud of the Association of Research
Libraries explains that training is even
more important in the TSW environment
and that ihe establishmentof aTSWtraininq program is essentialin the successof
f5lts. she also provides a checklist of
questions and topics that library managers
need to addresswhen designing a TSW
training program.
Finally, Diane Vizine-Goetz of OCLC
takes a look into the future of TSWs lrom
a researcher'.s perspective. She specilibrarian and the developer is to future
cally mentions the Scorpion project curTSW so{'tware development. Chapter 4,
"National Cooperative Programs," is an renily underway at OCLC, a product that
recognizes the subiect content of elecenlightening and important short history
troni-c documents. The book concludes
of fSW standards development on the
with an excellent bibliography {br further
national level.
study of all aspects of technical services
In Part II, various TSW tools currently
workstations.
or soon to be available are reported. Bnrce
Much of the in{brmation contained in
Chr. Johnson of the Library of Congress
(LC) explains Cataloger's Desktop;
this book relates to Harvard University
Anaclare Frost Evans of Wa1.ne State Library'.s implementation of technical
services *otkitatio.tt. The inlbrmation in
University provides a comparison of the
Part II on current TSW.so{'twareproducts
two Library of Congress Classification
is well written and will be help{'ul to anyproducts currently available( SuperlCCS
^and
one who is evaluating these products. The
Classitication Plus)r and Diane Vizchapters on ergonomics antl training proine-Goetz and Mark nendig of OCLC
vide useful infbrmation lbr anyone writing
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.,
policy statements or dealing with health
explain the Dewey lbr Windows product.
probie*r related to techn-ology impleEach of these chapters includes numerous illustrations to accompany explana- mentation. This book is an essentialrel'erence source {br everyone in technical
tions of the basic lunctionality and the
sewices, as well as for library managers
pros and cons ofeach product.
Two additional macro packages are and administrators. It Drovides a blueprint lbr the future of technical services
{'eatured in Part III. Gary L. Strawn of
into the twenty-lirst century and deNorthwestern University explains the describes software products currently availvelopment of his Toolkii mairo, generally
able that can maximize current st#fine
known as "CLARR," while David
Williamson discusses LCt experience utilization and increase productiviry
with custom applications.In-depth exam- while at the same time address the training and health concems related to the use
ples are given in each chapter, with de-

provided, beginningwith the 1994 survey
by the Automation Task Group of the Cooperative Cataloging Council. The task
gioupr lindings-on" hardware requireil.nis fbr TSfs include details on the
kevboard, mouse, monitor size and resolution, dot pitch, refiesh rate, and color
schemes, as well as LAN and Internet
connections. In Chapter 2, "Sol'tware
Considerations," the so{'tware findings of
the task group'.s suwey is examined. Migration to a Windows environment is recommended, and a checklist of what a {ully
lunctional TSW should be able to do is
given. Much ol'this chapter is a discussion
5l' .u"ro. and macro packages,Ibcusing
on the NewKey macro package in use at
Harvard. Essential elements of macro
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of current technology.-Dr Brad Eden,
Coordinator of Technical SeraiceslArttomated Librury Sensices,North Harris
Montgom,ery Comtnu,nity College Dist ri ct, Ho uston (beden@nhmccd.
edu)
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the lbrmulation of that practice" (p. w).
The work, structured in two parts, has
many strengths. In Part I (chapters l-5),
Hagler discussesthe principles of bibliographic control in library and nonlibrary
environments, and in Part II (chapters
6-9 and an appendix) he discusseslibrary
standards fbr record creation. Hagler does
The Bibliographic Recoril anil lnforan excellent job of keeping the reader
rnation Technology. Ronald Hagler. aware of the very diff'erent contexts in
3tl ed. Chicago:AmericanLibraryAs- which bibliographic records exist ({botsociation; Ottawa: Canadian Library notes, print bibliographies, abstracts, inAssociation,1997. 394p. $45 IISBN dexes,and library catalogs).He highlights
0-8389-0707-5 (ALA); 0-88802-280-8 and explains clearly the di{Iereice"be(cLA)1.
tween, and issues surroundinq, the docuAs the title indicates. the author of this
ment (item) and the work (co"ntent).
work has set himself a larse task. Even at
Chapter 6, "Controlled-Vocabulary
394 pages, a work that addressesboth
Name Access Points," is interesting in
topics will of necessitvuse a broad treat- view of the October 1997 Toronto conl'erment. This book is a'general text, not a ence on the {uture of the Anglo-American
specialist'.stext or a hindbook fbr either
Cataloguing Rules, 2d edition (AACL2).
topic. In the -how-to
prelace, Hagler states that
Hagler very ellectively compares and conthis is not a
man"ual'"This is a trasts Cutter'.s cataloging rules and
conceptual treatment ol current biblioAACR2, noting how each is #I'ected by
graphic practice in the context of its printhe technology of its time. The authort
ciples and history....It acknowledgei priclear, consistent distinction between
mary, rather than secondary, sources in
document and item and his discussions of
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will disappoint many readers, both students ani'librarians, who would appreciate more convenrent access to further
readings on the topics Hagler discusses..
Ma"nyof the topics treated in this book
would benefit from more examples and
supporting data. Occasional overstate-"ntr. ru"h as"...serendipitousmeandering may have causedthe awarding of more
Nibel-Prizes than pulposelully directed
experiment" (p. 95-96), emphasize a
point, but some of Hagler'.s assertions
iryould be easier to understand if accompanied by fuller explanations.
The followins comments are interesting, but an absenceofsupporting data or
eximples leavesthe reader in doubt about
the context of the statement.
"The most traditionally printed bound
book is not published if it was produced
onlv {br Drivate distribution..." (p' 5).
'fr'"dition'ullv, name authority work is
done in the'largest libraries...by people
trained as descriptive cataloguers..'Subiect authority wo.], it dott" in t-hoselibraries by people whose qualilications include
mented in notes" (p. xv). This omission graduite degt""* in an academic subject

the problematic issuesof series and serials
combine to give readers a context in which
to view the current discussionsofAACR2.
At the concerrtual level, this book is a
comprehensive bverview o{ its subject,
witlicreative discussions of the relationship of technology to bibliographic d-ata,.
Hagler is a pro{'essor at the School of
and In{brmation
Library, Archival,
Studies, at the University of British Columbia. He wrote the first edition as a
beginning catalogingtext; this third edition continues to serve that I'unction
well. Any {'urther edition would be improved by the addition of a bibliography
ind more illustrative examples to make
Hagler'.s reasoning clearer to both ex-perts and nonexperts.
Hagler explains carelully the book'.s
lack of l{brmal bibliography: "The journal
Iiterature in this lield remains the lbl-
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discipline..." (p. I19). 'Yet failure to exam-

cannot expect readers to have a wealth of
experience {rom which to draw. The library cataloging world has tended toward
specialization by media, so even experienced catalogers can have limited knowledge o{' speci{ic areas.
Hagler is sometimes vague where clarity is vital. Several times, he states that
online public accesscatalogs are multifile
databases that incorporaie Abstractinq
and Indexing (A&I) products (p. 27, fS]
f87). This ii misleading. Acceissto the
A&I products via a subfile or menu option
is a widespreadonline catalogf'eature,but
true integration into the library'.s catalog
of bibliographic records is raie. In thii
case,a ref'erenceis required so the reader
c'an see such an online catalog in action.
Similar cases are lbund in thi need lbr

clarilication regarding the weakness of

The promotional flyer from the publisher calls this "the most comprehensive
text on creating clear and complete bibliographic recoids." This state-ment does
not describe the book accurately. To the
contrary, the author states, "This book has
nevei purported to be a how-to manual..."

it treat the subject ofinformation technology in a technical manner. This book be-
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ln Memoriom:JohnOldick
Bob Nordini
John Oldick, chief ol'the Collection Development Division at Queens Borough
Public Library, died on August 2I, 1997,
#ter he wa^sstruck in tralfic the day before

a stranger to pubs, assured me that this
seemed-apretty good place to take up-our
business.Whai t-hatbusinesswas I don't
remember, but I do recall him telling me,
once we'd finished it, that I'd been his last

looked at it on my computer screen as I
heard about his death from another member ofthe library sta{I.
Many others knew Tohn Oldick far better than I did. A book vendor's contacts MohawkValley, and once told me what he
with a librarian are occasional, usually liked about having settled in lower Manbriel. and centered on business at hand. hattan. He could leave his building, head
In the seven years he worked at Queens, in one direction or another, and walk lbr
of New York
lohn and I met on perhaps live or six hours, sure of finding parts
occasions,at a couple of hours per visit, he'd never seen befbre. In his own neighborhood, he said, he Ioved the f'act that at
with occasional e-mail and phone contact.
Yet doing business is never all business, any hour of the day or night there was IiI'e
do*.t or the street. lf he f'elt like having
since libiarian and vendor, or any buyer
and seller, must present f hemseloesto one an ice cream cone at two in the morning,
well, he could find one. I'm sure on many
another. Time is always short, making fbr
concentrated courtships that quickly dis- occasions he set o{f for that cone or fbr
till into an essence oftwhat librarian and one of the far reaches of Manhattan with
that same senseof engagement with a city
vendor need to know about one another
One of my earliest and lieshest memo- that I'd witnessed in San Francisco.
Each dav he rode the subway across
ries of John is a lunch at an ALA conl'erto
We'd
agreed
Francisco.
in
San
ence
Queens to tire central library. The ground
floor of the building is as animated as a
meet at a pub not {ar {rom the Embarcabazaar, books stacked in displays and the
with
nocrowded
was
The
place
dero.
aisles between them crowded with resiwhere to sit, so we worked standing up,
dents of New York's second most poPucrowd,
noisy
lunchtime
bv
a
surrounded
our lblder.s and papers beside our sand- lous borough, young and old inspecting
the library's wares, lining up lbr a termiwiches and beer, all resting on a wooden
nal, carrying on a hundred simultaneous
Iedge that hugged the wall. fohn inconversations, {lirtations, arguments, and
spected our surroundings and, clearly not

Bon N.lnorNr is Regional Vice President, Collection Management & Development Group,
Yankee Book Peddler.
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other engagements with one another, in a
dozen dilferent languages.Queens circulates more titles than aiy library systemin
America, and it was fohnk io6, worhne
liom one o1'the upper floois, to coordi
nate selection and acquisition of materials
firr the central library, its 62 branches,and
some 2 million residentsof Queens.
He knew his business.He needed to,
to buy books on the Queens scale. He
learned the book trade as an insider. in a
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Interfibrary loa n: I7 -28

J
"JournalCollectionAnalysisat a Liberal Arts
College"283-94

K
Kaczor,Sue:17-28
Kh urshid, Zahiruddtn: 264-72
Kingsley,Peter: 143-45

L
Lang, Mary S.:219-35
l-naier, GregoryH': 5&70, 158-66,347-49
Library of Congresssubjectheadings
Errors in assignmentoI: 255-322
Obsoleteelementsof: 295-322

l-npez-Mertz,Elsa M.: 123-35

M
Maddox, AnthonY B.: 5&40 (r)
Malinconico, S. Michael: 29-38
"Managing Acquisitions in a Changing Envi-^.ori*"Int, Fiom Coping to Control" 13G-38
'Managing Technical Sirvices in a Changing
Eniroinment: The Cornell Experience"
I47-54
Massev. Susan A.: 29J8
Mlller. David: f80-204
Mohr, Deborah A.: 205-18
Monographic series
Access to: 179-89
"Monosraphs Acquisitions: Staffing Costs and
the"Im'oact of Automation" (Morris, Rebaracaft, and Rowley, Dec. 1996): 169-71
brrahrm)
"Movinq Right AIong: Changes in Stafling,
Fun*ctiois, Work.station Setup, and Personnel" 139-42
Mutilation of library materials: 7-16

N
National Library of Australia: 254-$3
National Library of Medicine classification:

r23i5
New York UniversitY: 143-45
Newspapers
Pies-ervationof: 236J3
"Notes on Operations" 50_157'136-.57' 2J,672.33546

o
OCLC bibliographic records: 29-38
OCLCyAMIGOS CollecUon Analpis CD: 50_57
Oqden, Sherelyn: 162-64 (r)
Brian M.: 101-1I
Ol=esko.
Olszak, Lydia:7-16
Online catalogs
Displays in: 79-100
Filing order in: 79-100
Searching in: 219-35
Subiect accessin: 60-67 (r)
P
Paraprofessional stalf members
Use of for cataloging: 205-18
Paris Principles: 79-100
Pharmacy n]aterials
Classilication o1: 123J5
Pinyin romanization scheme
Conversion from Wade-Giles: 254-63
Preservation of library materials: 158-62 (r)
Management of-Great Britain: 16244 (r)
Use of databasesin: 236-53
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Ray,KathlinL.: 219-35
S
Schuneman,Anita: 205-18
Science materials
Interlibrary loans o{: 17-28
Scilken, Marvin H.: 273 (c)
Serial publications: 165-66 (r)
Analysis ofcollections oI: 283-94
Costs: 10I-11
Use studies: 101-Il, 283-94
Series, see Monographic series
Shemberg, Maria'n: i 7g-8g
Smith, Elizabeth H.: 7-16
Spalding, C. Sumner: 214-75 (about)
Stallings, Evelyn T.: 335-46
State University of New York: 50-57
State University of New York, University at Albany: L7-28
Subject access
In online catalogs: 60-67 (r)
Su\ect headings: I90-204
Genealogical materials : 335-46
Swanson, Edward: 352-55
Swartzburg, Susan Garretsort: 16748 (obout\
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Conference
Detroit
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Technical services departmenrs
Management of: i}g-42, t+Z-b+
Transaction log studies: 2l$-35
"Treatment of Mutilated Art Books: A Survey
of Academic ARL Ubraries" 7-16

U
University of Alabama Libraries: 29-38
University of North Carolina at Charlotte:
136-38
University of the Pacilic: 219-35

V
'Variation

in Interhbrary l-oan Use by University ofAlbany Science Departments" 17-28
Vizine-Goetz, Diane: 291322

w
Wade-Gilesromanizationscheme
Conversionto Pinyin:254-63
Weinberg,Bella Hass:00-67 (r)
Wiberley,StephenE'lr.: 172(c)
Workstations:139-42
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Zmmerman, Ann: 67-70 (r)
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for Authors
Inslruclions
MANUSCRIPTSUBMISSION
Manuscripts of articles should be sent to
the editor, Jennifer Younger, University of
Notre Dame, 22I Hesburgh Library
Notre Dame, IN 46556; (2I9) 63f-7790;
fax (219) 631-6772; e-mail: younger.l@
nd.edu.
In general, the editorial staff lbllows
the Guidelines {br Authors, Editors, and
Publishers of Literature in the Library
and Information Field adopted by the
American Library Association Council in
1983 and available lrom the A[.A Executive O{Iices. In{brmation about copyright
policies also is available from ALA headquarters.
MANUSCRIPT

PREPARATION

does not lully describe the content o{'
the article. add a briel subtitle. On
the lirst page ol'the manuscript give
the articie"title, the name(s)^of the
author(s), and the position title, institutional affiliation, and address of
each author.
5. On the second page o{ the manuscript give the title {bllowed bY a
brlet, in{brmative abstract. Do not
identify the author(s) here or elsewhere in the manuscript. Number all

Please lbllow these procedures for preparing manus cripts lor Library Resources
{-r Technical Seruices(LR?S):

statements included. Papers presented at a conference should be
identilied with the conference name
and date in the cover letter.
2. Manuscripts should be machineprinted and double-spaced. Three
iopies must be provided. Disk copy
wiil be request6d lrom authors for
accepted aiticles.
3. Write the article in a grammatically

Stule arthor-date system of ref'er(s"" chapter i0). Veri{y each
"nc",
citation by sight, very carefully.
8. Follow the examplesand suggestions
in chapter t2 ofThe Chicago-Manual
of Style in designing tables. Submit
each iable on a separatepage at the end
of the manuscript. Indicate the pre{'erred placement in the text with an
instrucfron in square brackets. Provide
each table with a brief, meaninglul
caption.
9. Be prepared to supply camera-ready
copy lbr all illustrations. Accompany
the-manuscript with a photocopy of
each, and a brie(, meaningful caption
noted on the verso.
Eprromer

PoLrcY

LRTS is the official ioumal of the Association {br Library Collections & Technical

LRTS
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Services (ALCTS), a division of the
American Library Association. The tbllowing .statementof editorial policy was
adopted by the ALCTS Board of Directors, july 1, 1991.
Punposn
The puqpose ofLR?S is to support the theo^and
redcal, intellectual, practical,
scholarlv
aspectsot' th e prof'esiion ol' collection mariagement and_development, acquisitions,
catatoging and classilication, prelervation
and re{brmatting, and serials,by publishinq
articles (subjecito double-btind pe", ,"1
view) and book reviews, and editorials and
correspondence in responseto the same.

o lnstru.ctions
for Authors

/8I

balance among the articles published in
the iournal so that the intereits of each of
the sections of ALCTS (Acquisitions,
Cataloging & Classilication, iollection
Management and Development, Preservation and Relbrmatting, Serials)is represented in the iournal. A-rticles on technology, management,and education,e.g., are
appropriate to the journal when the ipplication ol these is to issuesof interest to

CoNTENT
AUDIENCE
The audience fbrLRTS includes practitioners, students, researchers, aid other
scholars with an interest in collection development and technical servicesand related activities in all types oI'libraries.
FREQUENcY
LR?S is published quarterly, with the volume calendar corr"iponding to the calenNumbers- ^ppeu} in January,
{* .ygq.
April, July, and October.
Scopn
The editor ofLR?S, with the assistanceof
an editorial board, strives to achieve a

The content of LRTS is to include:
1. Afticles that lurther the advancement of knowledge by reporting the
results of ."s""rc-h or'othir scho"larly
activity.
2. Periodic literature review essaysthat
discussissuesand trends.
3. Notes that report unique or evolving
technical proiesses.
4. Notes that report unique or evolving
research methods.
5. Substantive book reviews of new
publications.
6. A brieI, factual, annual statement of
the Associationt accomplishments.
- LRTS is not an appropriate fbrum lbr
briel reports on new products, new services, or other current news items.
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lnstitutes Presented bY
The Association for Library Collections &
Technical Servlces
LibraryAssociation
a divisionof theAmerican
Meeting the Challenge of
Children's Materials:
Acquiring, Gataloging, and
Preservlng for TodaY's Youth
March11,KansasCitY,MO
;The knowledge
andskills
neededto acquire,catalog,and
carefor bothPrintandnon-Print
roomof
mediain thechildren's
your library.

Managing Metadata for the
Digital LibrarY: Grosswalks
or Chaos?
D.C.
May4-5,Washington,
and
Library
bY
Cosponsored
Association
Technology
Information
.The latestdeveloPments'
andtoolsandthe
standards,
library
digital
of
impact
on
develoPment Yourexisting
catalogsand Processes.

Fundamentals of Acquisitions
Teleconference Institute
sites
March13, regionaldownlink
bYthe Univ.of South
Cosponsored
Carolina- CLIS
;The basicsof acquiringmonogoalsand
graphs:develoPing
financial
methods,understanding
buildingrelationmanagement,
shipswithlibrarybooksellers.

Cataloging Now
CA
July10,Anaheim,
American
to
Preconlerence
Associationof LawLibraries
bYMLL andthe
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and
Reference UsersServices
Association
.Quicker,better,cheaPer
catalogingwiththe Programfor
core
CooperativeCataloging's
record.

Electronic Serials from
Acquisition to Access
April24-25,St. Louis,MO
r[ basic course on electronic
sedalsto helPYou cometo griPs
format.
withthis rapidlychanging

Basic Gollection Management
and DeveloPment
August20'22,lrvine,CA
.Currentissues,workloadthemes,
and the imPactsof electronic
collections.

Contactthe ALCTS Officeat 50 E. Huron St., Chicago' lL 60611'
. Phone: 800/545'2433 x 5034. 'E'mail: kwhittlesey@ala'org'

. Web site:

A Neut Seruice on tbe
I nformation Sup erb ig b w ay

If you have been searching for an easy way to authority control your
library's curfent cataloging, try lTl,sAutbodty
Express sefvice.
WithAutltorit!
Express, a library uses the Intemet to transmit a
file of newly cataloged bibliographic records to LTI (via FTp).
Overnight, LTI processes the records through its state_of_the_art
authority control system. Then, at the library,s convenience, it logs
into LTI's FTP server to retrieve fully authorized catalog records,
along with linked LC name and subiect authoritv records.
Autbority
Express
.
authority control current at an affordable price
I..pr
. Integrates easily into existing workflows
. Lowers cost by reducing staff time
spent on catalog maintenance
. Provides next-day turn around for
up to 5,000 catal-og records
. Accepts records for processing even
if LTI did not perform the
original authority control

"Autbority

Controlfor

tlte 2lst Centurn"

LtanaavTecnx otocrEs,rrvc.

2300 Computet Avenue, Suite D- 1g Willow Gtove, pA 1gOgO
(215) 830-9320 Fax: (21s) AgGg422
(80O) 795-9504 emait: LTt@LibraryTech Com

Whatdo thisanimalandtheleaderinfull service
documentdeliveryhavein common?

T h e y ' r eb o t h f a s t , l e a n ,
andgreatcaregivers.
resourceful
Just what you look for in a full service
document delivery provider:
-:qf

Rapid standard delivery with rush capabillties

AII the document sen)ices
you need and want ftom a

-{Qf

Competitive base prices with volume discounts
from an organizationftat knows how to passcost

Mme you already know
and trust - EBSCO:

savingsonto the customer
-QF

Innovative solutions such as globally-networked
documentsources,customizeddocumentordering

EBSCO Document Services
Delivering Besults Worldwide

and managementservices,state-of-the-art
automation,and a personalizedTOC current
awarenessservlce
Efi ail: inb@ebccodoccom
-rQf

Thained account service professionals who
really care about Your needs

Web:u ^rw€bscodoc'com
Phone: 80G871{5(ts
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